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THE POSTMAN KNOCKS
THa~ ~~;t;~:~:~n:f~~o~::::;l~i~h;::t~~~:fo:::
St. JlJhn's man;
"I read the Newfoundland Quarterly ree:uJarly, and
1 might add I enjoy reading every article in it.
Needless to say your epistles 8fe 'tops.' ..
lar~. for which you will please send the Quarterly to
the follOWing 1iddresses for I year.
Gander, Nfl.d. Roosevelt M.
What finer compliment could we get than letten
Iikl.' the above?-Editor.
Sir.
I may sa)' your book magazines are very informative,
and will greatly aid in the l'ipread of knowledge about
Newfoundland.
F'ROM GREENLAND TO NEWFOUNDLAND
Yours very truly."
Sir,
Received my first copy of the Quarterly and like it
very much.
Barcnccd, Nfl.d. Mrs. R. J. B.
We had a demonSiration of the utter lack 0_ know-
ledgl.' about Newfoundland that seems to be prevalent
on Ih,' mainland of Canada five years after confedera·
tion. A letter from a prospective advertiser reads in
part as follows:
Michael A. BBonavista
we have not done too much advertising in
Nfl.d., mostly because of the problem of ~ettin~ the
material from Gr-eenland to NewfoundJand. There
is some problem in shipping . when the)' have to
go part way by water, and therefore we have not
tried to push sales in Nftd. for that reason."
". . Until we find some method of getting material
there in a different manner, we believe we will hold
advertising in Nfid. to a minimum."
POEM
SitE l\lADE A GARLAND FOR HER HAIR
And this from Toronto:
·'1 ran into some copies of the magazine in the local
Library recently, and thought them very interest-
ing. I particularly liked the material on our new
province, which to hear some people in august Tor-
onto, is something around Norway that "belongs to
us:' Noticing a couple of little romance poems in
the magazine, I thought ;)'ou might like this one.
Would you let me know?"
He also reeeived this from a well-known professional
man on OUf Island:
"To me the Newfoundland Quarterly is an attrac-
tive publication from every way that it may be
considered. It is attractive in actual appearance, the
photos are good; the articles arc well written, and
many of the places written about !lnd illustrated arc
familiar. and therefore interesling. Your own con-
tributions, of course, are particularly outstanding,
and of themselves alone, the)' are well worth the
subscription price of the magazine."
'She made a garland for her hair.
Lydia, Lydia;
With one hand reached and held it there,
And looked at me
Sparkingly,
And laughed as the sunlight does,
Chasing through the air.
At 17, Lydia.
She ..... ove it from exotic flowers,
L)'dia, Lydia;
It gleamed in her black hair through the sunlit hours
As she walked with me
Cheerfully,
And sang as the sunlight does,
Chasing down the showers,
Brave and happy, L)·dia."
(The Contributing Editor thanked this Toronto poet
by a personal letter, and I am sure the Editor will
IOsert both it and his letter. Some people, perhaps, who,
like myself. may think because they know history they
can be a judge and critic of anything--especially poetry.
But the Contributing Editor leaves a judgment of
poetic quality to the poets.-R.S.).
Sir,
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AN~I~I~~)S~::~str;~:~I~~:~~:l~::~ i~'~;~I;I~if:I~I~~U:~
the outports, must he struck h\' two thjngs: one is
that the great majoritv of the homes are clean-looking
and painted and have either painted or whitewashed
paling fences giving the effect of tidiness and care;
the oth('r is the paucity of flowers or flowering
1>hrubs, or shade trees, or even of vegetables of the
"kitdU'n gardcn" varidv,
\Vild flowers grow and bloom along our highwavs
and mall\, of them aT(' susceptible to trallSplanting at
no cost exccpt a little phpical effort, and no at-
tempt is made, CX(X'pt in rarc Cllses, to hrighten the
surroundings of our homes with an old-fashioned bed
of flowers. \\'hen one docs come upon a rare old
gardcn, 01le is tempted to pause' and enjoy the beauh
of it.
In th(' past half ('('nturv c"en til(' e"crgrecns tlMt
grew almost to Ihe ";ller's edge ha\'e been cut for
firewood and fires ha\'(' destro\'ed the young growth
that had spnlllg up to take its plaee, and tOOa" manv
of our outports an' as dClluded of ,[!;rowing thi.ngs as a
desert.
It is tru(' that in mall\ ptlces the M>i1 is nol
adaptt'd to tht' profuse propagation of plant life with-
out considerable work ;md effort, but then' are fe"
places, at least ;lround til(' home, that cannot be made
to grow the har(h old-fashioned garden flowers sllch
:IS marigold, POPPY, pans,. forget.me-not, miWlonettf',
nasturtium. sw('('t williams, lupins and mall" othe,..,
that are colourful and bloom profuseh- throughout the
~owing season. E\"en the wild roses, both single
and double can be transplanted suCCt'Ssfull\'; and
h\'brid roses .lIld climbers. such as honevsuclde. if
e;i\-en care and attention will ;tdd charm to a ~ardell
Libcs, too, are {'as,- to j.!;row and require little atten-
tion onC'(' the, are established, Earh' bulbs can be
grown almost am'where with little carefnl prepara-
tion of the soil
Ye,lrs ;lgO many of tIl(' Mfront gard('ns- were oash
(}f heaut, in a harsh landscape that gbddened the
(',e ,lIld enriched the Ii,es, not onh of the owners
hut ;llso of the pass('r-b~. Is it that we haw lX'COllle
'M)ftM in this age of Mc::mned~ f()(Xls ;lIld ;lrtificial
flowers imd imported 'l'gt:tahlcs? \\'hat used to be
lush uplands with rows of potato and other root
I:a\"e toda,' ht'<:Ol11l' Mcommolls~ the ft'n(-es ~Ollt'­
burned ,md nothing but the Willis of stone or cairn
herl' and thl'rl' to imlieate the toil of our forefathers
in ,\Te..ting from thl' earth tilt' fruits of the soil a,
thl" WTl'slt'd Imlll the se;1 lilt:' prt'carious Hn,lihood
Ihat madt' tllt'1ll ind('!x'ndl'nt amI hanh E"en Iht,
tret'" ;\Ild shrubs that IIs('(1 to border the "fann" han'
het'n utterh destro\"ed, and there are man\' outport..
thilt Ollct;' hold tr('los down to the hmdw;lsh- th;lt h;l\e
not a "e1>lige of a tTl'C, within miles. and the land has
become sterile and b;lTe.
bo~d~~~~d fl:~:~t, ~~~"t,.~:s~:~::;~rs ~~u~~1 ~~::t(> ;~~l\'f~I~~~~;
pro(X'rh that is bndsc;lJ>t'd with trees and f1O\\l.'r..
commands a l1111ch hight'r price when put lip for sale.
The Ko,-ernmt'nt Kavc away thousands of pine
lrees in 1"(.'(:('l1t \l'ar.. and m,lll" people took ad,'antage
of "something lor nothing", but in mall\' cast'S the
planting was doomed to failur(' at the outset. No at
tempt WilS made to givl' the \Ollllg trees a chance to
sur"iw, Tht') were simply put in the ground, th,'
roots 1ll,1\ or may not have been fnll" covereel, and
Illl' rest was left to Cod and thl' elements, The result
was inevitahle.
Comparisons art' odiolls, \n' know, hut not onh
in the cities 011 til(' mainland but in the little \'iIIages
}~~r~):;, 1~(;lte~(I~lrS a'l~iv~~A~~ii:\~,~11 ;~::~~~l7ntl~~:':~I~ill~~,lil~~
one'1> surr(JlIlIding~.
\\'e hil\l' Ollr "CI(',I11 L'p" illld "Paint Up" cam
pitigns \t'ar after \"ear, and it is time. in this prO'
inct;', for us to illitiate ,I campaign 10 "Bri~htell L'p
with FIO\\;ers" and do a little Mreforestation" around
the homes by planting trt'{'s and flowers that will in
a !!;ener;ltioll transfonn a barren and sterile+looking
collntr\"Side into ;1 ,"eTit;lhll' panorama of bc-allh
In man, of til(' schools on the m;tillland the children
'>Ow and care for nO\H'rs Ix>th indoors and out under
the supervision of til(' teachers. This inculcates in
the childn'n ;1 low of the f;lscinating beauties of
nature, and this is done at no expense to the school
ho.ucls itS the !};Irl'nls or !>en'iC{' clubs often sllpph
Ihe seeds and gardt'll tools for this work.
Visitors ,.. ill IX' coming to our shores in increasing
llumbers ;Hld in addition to our traditional hospitalih
nnd Ollr fishing and hUllting attmctions, let us beautif,
our home surroundings and add aile more enjo,'ment
to their ,-isit
Sl.OO
. $125
Contributing EditorRobert Saunders, J.D., Ph.D
One year in advance (Canada)
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AS TO THE HISTORICAL
SOCIETY
COPII of (1 l:Vlltrilmted editorial l'ubli!i/u:d III
'fhe D(lilrl V('ln nearly fiflll 1I('(m, ago-Januarll
12,1906
WI ~'~~rl .~,:~~ ~~e t'l~islli~:~t'~llh(~~~~~~s i~: tt~li~
din'(:lion in smoke_ TWl:'ntv \ears ago wme earnt'st
11l('I1, who wt'rl:' re.llh iuten·sted iu til(' presernltion
of wh;ltt'vl'r !>OSShSOO .\11\" local historic \.llm·, tried
to (orm .1 similar 'lssocialion, but it emk'd in f;lilurl:'
TIl(' principal n·ason W;lS tlut;l hlrt:t· lHltnbcr of orna-
1I1('1l1i1! rlWll, who had llt'itlH'r il1lt'r('sl in Ilor taste'
r~:~ t~,~r a\\~~:;~;11~:~t);e.ch~·;~d l:ssll~~~ 1;:1\~:1 i.~lftl,~l~~~enfi~~;
ml'(·till.t: 11ll' a.<;.<;ociation was nt'vcr .It:ain ('OnH'ned.
\\'(' han' a "not of ('arnesl men ill our midst who
han' ah\;l\s t.1I-ell intcn'sl in wor'" of this lind and
\\ ho find it con~('nial. \\'ould il nol ht' possihle 10 gel
th(,..t, 1Ilt'1I tn forlll the Iluclem of such all ;lsso(:i;ltion:)
L'uforltlllalt'h. theS(' men, on such occasions, hold
1,,1<:1-_ \\ hill' oll1('rs force themsdn's into prominf'nt
I)(l\itiom .md scare awa\- thc \tmknls.
Tht'f{' ;Itt' numbers of book\, (;I(:b, ilnd curios of
lo(:al ,111(1 ~('ll('ml interest thai l'OlIld 1)(' 't,<:lIr(-'<1 nO'l
if ill\\mW had in!ere..t enough to makt' all effort
EH'(\ tl.n- S('('S the passin!!; of old p('Opl(' who l"Ould
!)()ur .1 flood Ilf li~ht on 1ll,1Il) historic.tI nliltters.
-\11 a...,lx'i.ltiOIl thai would gatlwr .md n:(."(Jrd fol1...-
lor(' and tht, tr.lditiollS of our ('arh histo(\ would Ill.
doill~ intl'rl'stil1g and ,'alu.lhk \\orl.. for flltwt'
~t'I1l'mtiOlh of :\l'WfOlllldhlllders,h
\Vt· publish Iht· aoon' editorial lor st'\('ral r{'as~l11s:
First, that \n' lIla\ pas tribllh' to tilt' presellt :\('\l-
loumllant! Historical Society for what it has df)llt' in
til(' int{'T\'l'l1ing H'ars to kee'p ali\"(, in!t'rl'st in our his-
toric past. \\'Iwther that contrihution has beI'Il great
or small call Ix'st he judged by thosl' ill <.'lose contact
with till' Sockt\- through the \"{'ars,
TIl<' s{'('oml is to lXlint out Ill<' opportunit\" for ag-
gressi .... t· actioll, Ilever before oJit'rft\. to han' our
hisloric sitl'.S properh- preservl'd and l11<lrked, and
mOlHlmt'nts t'Tt'l'ted, b\ making rt'prt'st'ntations to Iht'
Hisloric Sitl's imd \Ionumenb B();lrd of ClIlil(l.\
through our reprt'senhltin' on Ih;lt Board.
-\g,lin, ;lIld \n' quote from thl' ftlitorial: ~E\-c(\
d.l\ S("('.. tilt' passing of old peopll' who could pour a
flood of Iighl 011 mam- historical matters.~ This is
mOrt' Ilr~t'lIth- trut' today than il was suh n:ars ago.
E\l'(\ d.l\ Wt' hl'M O\'er thc rmHo and read in the
IIl'\\ ..p;\pl:r_ of the p;lssing of our 01£1('( pt'Ol'!l-'- -four-
\(.''(If(' H'.If'S lind mor£"--'-and no Oil(' Cim e\-aluate the
loss hisloric.tlh, and those r('m.lining .In' the onh
..mlr(:t' for us to get tile true atmosphcrt' ,md bacl·
ground of tIl(> -da~"s that are no more" and II true
picture 01 thc social and (,(,()llomie lift, of the past
li'ntun
TIll'rl' is al.<;() another import,lllt aS1X'Ct. Our 1'1'0\
in{."(' ha, Ill't'll puhlicised ahro,ld in thl' past two or
three )t'ars 1I~ m'\'cr before, and wc know the woeful
lad of I..llowll·l!l.(C there has hel'll ahout (lUI' country,
\\'p an' throwil1!!; off the shackles of insularih' that
h'l\l' Iwld us lor ccnturies and thc American continent
hoth Call;lda and the llnited States is showing a
gre,lt inlere.<;t in our island home. \\'c are anxious tt.
attmc.:1 \i\itof\ to our short'!> .llld Ihe more we c'U1
offer, lilt' l!;rt'liler Ihe llI11nl.k:f\ tiM I will <''Ollle. Our
hi.storic b;lckgroulld <.'Ould Ix· .\ rich adjunct to till'
tourist altmclions offered
\\"e ha\e .\ past history of which wc should Ix-
proud. rich in romance.' and trnl!;t'lh, !>tTll!!J!;lf' and
MICC('SS, of bucanl"ering d.lS"!> ,md tragt'(lit,.<; Oil tilt' ic.."(··
r;elds ;lnd at the fisherit's, of thl' struggle for
IlOSSt'ssioll of our rich fisllt'ril's, of tilt' dan of tilt'
fishillg admirah, of lli.<;;I.<;ter and tht, hl'roic fight bad
to nllrmalcl, all IheS{' are a part of that ht'rihl!!;e. and
\n' c.m !lol only exhihit the sit('s ,md prt'sc(\'C Ihe
recurds still remaining of the past, bul we l'an .It
thl' "lllll' lime reap a rich rt'w;lrd t'CtlIIomicalh.
without l'ollllllcrcializing this hcrilat:l', if we will tak...
,l!!;gl'l'ssino skI'S NO\\' to l,(l'I action and quiclh.
HISTORICAL RESEARCH
MOUE and more the pro\ inccs of Canada ar(;r(-'alizin~ the value of preserving records 01
their past histoT\'. The Premicr of Ontario recenth
announe<.'l.1 that the go\'enunent of that pro\'ince, sub-
jt'Cl to tht, apprO\-al of the I.egislature, would provide
an ;wIllI;1I grant of $5,000 in e;lch of the next four
\e,lrS to assist in rcsearch and prt'pamtion of II serie«
of \olunu;,s on early life in Ontario.
Throtl:.(h the \"ears a few public-spirited citizcn,
hi1\'(' published attenuated and in;ldt'C{uate nistorics"
,1Il<! onh Prowse's monumental work. perhaps. is tht:
most compn'ht·nsin" but e\'('n ii, falls f;ll' short in
:~~~;dii:17,_,:~ ~,Ib~~h~ ~~;~h' n~!\ ~~\;~~~~I~~~l~~~
disl'OH'red, arid there is much morc Ihal could be
fO\lud I)(llh o\"crseas and in our OlltportS, In mam
of tIl{' outports old documents ;lnd diaries, price-
It'ss oril,(inals, are bein~ lIr1wittillj.!;\\' destroyed or
il're!ri('\"abh lost. These dOC'lIments constitute a record
of our l'arlv histon that, one<.' lost, cannot be replaced.
Individual rl'.';(:"lI'chers are engaj.!;t'd in seeking SOUTce
material, and S0111C of them are making their dis-
con'rie_s a\'ailable to the public b\' offering them to
bl:~I~I~I~hl~il~b~:~:II:iO~sS ~~id i~~~i(\oll)~(~~;;::ct~dl~:~~16~
sidiz(' this kind of reseilTch In- p;l\"in,l?; the contrihl1tor~
'ldt'(llhlt('k for such work.
Prowse's Historv is fast lx"(.'Omin~ a raritv, and
COpit'S of it art' sellin~ at a premium th;lt .dread\· place~
it (illl>rit"(, at least) am(Jn~ rare bool-s. For cxample,
the ori!!;illal. published price w.ts $7.75 per copy and
to-d;I\, tilt' price asked by some ownt'rs of copies is
as high as S50.00 per COPy. In am case. the book
was puhlished in its Second Edition in 1896 and there
is no comprehensi\-e record of the interyening 5.'>
H'ar... in which much of historic.ll importance has
laken place -our loss of Self-Col ernment the inter-
re~num of Government bv Commission-our f'ntranC('
into the Cillladian Confederation and the re-establish-
nlt'nt of our elected House of _\sselllblv, are onl\' a
few of the important chan~es that have taken place.
and which. alone, would make a si:zeablc volume.
The Pro\indal Government would he well advised
to ~h'e consideration to this matter as other provinces
art' doin~ and take whatever steps it considers feasihlt,
to have prepared in permanent form a comprchensivC'
history of our province, This is a monumenlal task
and would take some veal'S of rcst'arch, It would
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~l\t mort.' thall lor au\ other pro\'inct.' ,is thc soun.'t'
matl'ri<t1 is so widt.·h scatterl"d th,lt it would be
nl"(.'t'Ssan' to \ i\it the west of En11;land, the Channd
IsLllld\. Franct', Portugal and Spain. as .111 these (.'Oun
tries had it share in tht.' c\.ploit.ltion of our fisheries
,mil ill colOllitatiOIl ,md sdtlement in the ishllld.
h .1 m;tttel of interC'St we ,I1;in' herewath a list of
'ewfolll1dl.lIld Iiter,lture which ,Ippeared in an a(h'er-
tisement in TI.(' "'('u:foundlolld QUllrterl'l in 19"12 b\
Carland's Bookstore. ownt."(1 b\' \lr. S. E. Carland.
\1.111\ of these books ;lre Ollt of print. Thos(.' marked
with.tIl· w(.·re "out 01' print" at the timc and no doubt
~:l\'(,' now become sc;\rcc.
NI-;WFOUNDLAND LITERATURE
~ewf(jundland Its Mamfold Attractions for
Capitalist. Settler and Tourist, fully illus-
trated,.1921 .80
Duminion of Newfoundland and Labrador, Re-
sources. etc., illustrated, 1922 1.00
Prowse, D, W .. Newfoundland in 1896- 7,75
Harvey and Hattan. Newfoundland, 1883- . 5.25
Tocque, P., Newfoundland In 1887- 3.00
Howley, J. P., The Beothueks or Red Indians of
Newfoundland 6.50
Dugmore. A. R., Romance of the Newfoundland
Caribou 4.75
.~ Short American Tramp, Newfoundland and Lab-
rador,1865- 3.20
~ewfoundland and Labrador with a Camera, illus-
trated with 100 full page half-tones size 9 x 12,
Art linen bdg. 2.65
~ewfoundland Views; 50 selected half-tones .55
SI. John's, Nfld.; coloured Post Card booklet. 16
views ,30
Lumsden, The Skipper Parson in Newfoundland 1.60
Newfoundland, with 12 full coloured illus., by Ford
Fairford 1.10
~e\\'foundland in 1894. A Tourist Guide- 1.35
"1cGrath, P. T., Newfoundland in 1911- .• 2.60
Jukl's. J, B., Excursion!! in and About Nfld., 2
vol.- 6.75
Wits',", Beckles. Newfoundland the Tenth Island- 2.10
WIX. F, Six Months of a Nftd. Missionary's
Journal- 1.50
Southcott, M_, Some Newfoundland Wild Flowers .30
Fernald, Botan)' in Ne..... foundland and South Lab-
rador .75
5000 Facts About Newfoundland. up-ta-date 35
THE EVENING TELEGRAM
o~ l;~~~:~l ~~\5~~~a~'f~~ ~~l~~::~~:fiO~('/:f:~~I':t.,~7J~¥:
;ll!;t'. TllTOlI,gh the H.'an Ihe Tel('f~ram has hM! ,1
l'otable iourn'lli~ti(.' curet.'I'_ and it 1I0t onh continues
10 hold .1Il import,lIlt pl.ICt' in :\ewfoundland joumal-
i"m. but ,IS the circulation fi~ures indicate. it shows
Ilw.t1tll\ !.!;TOwth
CIMIH{l'S ill our l'(:ollomic, politiet! and soci<ll life,
whkh ordilliirih- prOCt."t."(1 1!;r.:l<lu;tlh'. h.we. in the past
It·\\ \t',lrs, iIlCft.'.tsi'd their tl'm!>o, ,lilt! the Tf'Ie<~dm
h.ls l-l'pt p,lct' with our changinl!; conditions
~(l M'ni(.'(.' to thi' communi" can Ix" more \';lhl<\blc
~~~~I;d~::~~n~ll}(m:~t T1~~e~~stt~lt~h~f ::~~~i~~tf\fe ~lhi~L--
in~ and discussion mllst he publisht.'<1 ill order th;ll
Ih(.· I)ltblic ~t.'nemlh ma\' know ttwm. G()()(] \('nsc
must (:onlillllt.' its strug\.{lc t.'\'CIl in thl' midst of a "cold
war" .u1<1 II-Bombs. Theft.' is no other hope. Onl\' in
thi., \\.1\ call \\t' find it workin\.{ arr.lIl\.{ement in all
ordNl"(l world, frel.' frum the blight of hate and
prquT,llion "Of dl'struction that has fallen lIpon it
TIll' Tt.'iegram, through the '(Oars, has lin'<1 up to
the Ix'St tr,lditioll\ of ioumali~m in this respect, ,uul
The .\'elt"/Ofllldil/lll/ Quarter/II, in its \"Oulhful O).)rd
\ e.lr. (.',Il'nd~ felicil;ltions ilnd the wish that in tilt'
\'ears ,ihcad it lIla\ eontinue to pIa\' its I><'"lrt in con·
~tructiH~ discussion of the affnirs of our province as
well ,Is in Ihe hroadt'r sphere of the Dominion, in
IJrder th;lt nll our Ix.'ople mOl\' intelligt.·ntly build a
mornl, social. political and economic future that will
be free from ft'ilr and insecurity, and the arts of
peace shall replace the destrl1cti\-e I'orces that no\\
CllCOmplL\\ the lIations of the world.
ARTISTIC FINESSE
The C"ntdb"tlng Editor _ent cop,... of
the Sel'te",bt,r .,,01 D...,.,mMr edLtion. of
the Qu.'lerly to • Do.--t. "·eol of Eng·
l.n,t hl.torlan.•nd h.........., hlol ",>m_
"'.,..1& fr",,, the W".I C""nlry.
"To be ;lsked to read with in-
terest a magazine that deals
with pt!lJple and events of
another country, is difficult.
However, having read I h e
Newfoundland Quarterly, I
found it to be the welcome ex-
ception to the general rule,
"It is a magazine with a very
wide appeal, It has intel.Uge~t
articles on every toPiC; It
ranges from current affairs to
".n.). items 0.'.. Siln.ifican., .. ,n. te.. '-Il'st, Th(' plan of the mag-gme IS well laid out. Arhcle
follows article m logical
sequence With an artistiC
fmesse that IS most grahfymg.
"r congratulate the editOrs on
prod.u,ing such a. n .excel.lent IJournal."
Such fulsome pral.Se 15 almost
embarrasmg-but we love 11.-
Editor
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WHEN NFLD. HELPED SAVE CANADA
By DR. ROBERT SAUNDERS, J,D.,
GI·aduate of Boston, New York, Columbia, Rutgers and Iowa State UniverSities. The colleges of Law of St. Paul
and Minneapolis. Diploma in International Affairs. University of Minnesota.
I N our last article we saw Captal~ Bulger of the RoyalNewfoundland Regiment confirmed In the appoint-
ment as Commandant at Fort McKay and the surround-
ing country. Let us now look at some of his troubles in
this far distant and strategic point.
The problem is discussed by Julius W Prau in The
American Historical Review for January, 1935, on "Fur
Trade Strategy and the American Left Flank", who
says
"CaptalD BUlger who took command at Fort McKa)
found the settlement at Prairie du Chien so
impoverished b)' the depredations of the thieving
Indians that it could not support 20 men . _ 400
head of cattle dwindled to less than 10 and he
(Bulger) added, "We have not at this moment an
ounce of flour or meat in the store."
Peter Laurence Scanlan in his "Prairie du Chien"
~oes into Captain Bulger's problems by saying:-
"The Indians killed much (If the livestock at Prairie
du Chien as well as at Green Bay, Captain Bulger,
Captain Anderson and Robert Dick'ion (Indian agent)
instituted 8 Court of Inquiry to decide uoon claims
for damages,"
Bruce Ellis Mahan, ID his '"Old Fort Crawford Hnd the
Frontier," says:-
'"Bulger found his hlsk of commanding the garrison
a most difficult one. , ,only by the exercise of stern
discipline did he retain the mastery of the situation,"
Having served along the border and having survived
many engagements In that sector, Captain Bulger knew
its economic importance. Grace Lee Nute, writing on
the "Mississippi Valley" in Minnesota Histol'Y for March
1926, says that its products reached the European fairs;
"Large Quantities of fUI'S were sent from Prail"ie du
Chicn to Leipsic in Gel'many and to Canton in China,"
Pratt says:
"On the Bntish side in this theatre of war the in-
terests of the fur trade and the influence and power
of the tradel's were factors of great weight. It is
hardly an exaggeration to say that the great tUl·
companies dictated policy, and their agents executed
it."
And he adds:
"Plying their trade across the International Bound-
ary. ,these enterprising gentry took full possess-
ion of the route via the Strait of Mackinaw, Lake
Michigan, and Green Bay, and from the Southern
tip of the latter to Prairie du Chien ... they firmly
established their supremacy in trade and politics
among the Winconsin Indians and even those beyond
the Mississippi."
The task of holding this area by force of arms was
('ntrusted to this twenty-five year old Newfoundlander
and his band, not all Newfoundlanders it is true. The
new union of States was not in a position to hold it. let
alone take it from Captain Bulger. Their law was un-
known or ignored, seldom enforced.
However, earlier in the year detachments had been
.;ent up from S1. Louis by the Governor of that tel'-
:'itory. One. under young Major Zachary Taylor, (later
Pre;ident of the United States) and another under
Captain John Campbell; but they were defeated sev_
erally on the Mississippi near Rock Island, which point
is below Prairie du Chien on the route to St. Louis
Taylor had eight gun-boats with him.
A dispatch in the Missouri Gazette, July 27th, 1814,
and reprinted in the Ameriean Weekly Messenger a
week later says:-
"The gunboat Governor Clark arrived in nine days
from Prairie du Chien; from the officers ... we have
received the following very Important news from
the Prairie. ,.
"On the 17th instant the long expected British force
appeared in view, marching from the Wisconsin.
towards the Village; the line of regular troops, militia
and Indians, extended about two miles with 24 flags
flying. "
··The British commenced a fire upon the Governor
Clark from a small battery of 3 three-pounders.
which was answered from a 6 pounder from the
boat."
"A large body of Indians and white troops crossed
to the island in front of the Village, and enabled
them to fire on the boat at pistol shot distance.•..
The contest continued for 2 hours, unti.l the gun
boat received several shot, when it was concluded
to move down the river."
". , , They had to run the gauntlet through a line of
musketry neady 9 miles. On approaching the rapids,
Captain Yeiser sent his skiff with .. men down to
reconnoitre, who discovered Riggs boat engaged ..
and Campbell's barge on fire, "
Captain Bulger, when he took command, had his own
river navy too; for Lieut-Col. McDouali had assigned
him three armed vessels which had been built at
NoHawasaga in the winter. The construction of these
vessels that defended Prairie du Chien was in no small
part due to the exertions of the Newfoundland soldier-
carpenters brought in for that task.
Let us go back to this scene of building. Fred Landon.
in a treatise on "Lake Huron," says:
"About the end of February Lieut.-Col. McDouali
led a party overland to the head waters of the Not-
tawasaga River, With him were shipwrights .
seamen, , . artillerymen and two companies of the
Royal Newfoundland Regiment. A cairn and tablet
erected in 1938 by the Government of Canada marks
the place where during the winter 1813-14 Mc-
Oouall's men cut down the trees, sawed out the tim-
bers and constructed thirty bateaux of large size,"
They built a little river navy in this secluded area;
but doubtless the artillery brought there was well post-
ed in event of a sudden attack.
Just as this article was going to press, the Rev. Gar-
land G, Burton, a Newfoundlander in Ontario, writes
me, on reading the last article in the March issue:
"I noticed at Niagara-on-the-Lake a Cairn with ex-
ploits of Royal Newfoundland Reciment upon it
, , . and when I went to Midland on Georgian Ba)'
10 and behold a cairn at Penitang had the Royal
Newfoundland Regiment upon it! So they came in
the early days .way inland."
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Let us now follow them out and down to Mackinaw
and Prairie du Chien, by a statement from an old
treatise of Sir Charles Lucas on "The Canadian War of
1812." He says, on this depot at the Nottawasaga that:-
"On a river near Georgian Bay a little depot was set
up and from it in April 1814, Col. McDouall set forth
in boats carrying about ninety soldiers, mainly be-
longing to the Newfoundland Regiment. Storm-
tossed they went through the floating ice on Lake
Huron and did not reach Mackinaw until May 18.
Now McDouall gathered, in addition, some Indians
to attack an American fort established on the Upper
Mississippi at a place named Prairie des Chiens,"
Even though Captain Bulger profited !rom these
exertions, he had other troubles both internal and ex-
ternal. Internally there was a very serious split be-
tween the Indian agent (an important post in those
days) Robert Dickson and Captain Joseph Rolette, who
was charged by Dickson with treason. Dickson arraigns
Rolette in this letter to Captain Bulger:-
"Sir:-
"On the 2nd instant (January 2nd, J815) on parade
in Fort McKay, I publicly charged Joseph Rolette,
native of Quebec, with treasonable practices against
our Sovereign Lord the King, and I pledge myself
to prove the same by evidence, , .."
The evidence he refers to is discussed in Peter
Laurence Scanlan's "Prairie du Chien" where he says:-
"During the winter of 1814·15 Antoine Dubois.
was sent with another to get meat of a Sioux tribe
. , , and the two were murdered by an Indian of that
tribe. Captain Rolette was accused of sending am-
munition to the Indians and in other ways creating
disturbances; so at the request of Robert Dickson
a court martial was ordered by Captain Bulger to
try Rolette."
Louis Arthur Tohill, Wh0 wrote his Doctor's Thesis
some years ago for a Western University on:-"Robert
Dickson, British Fur Trader on the Upper Mississippi,
a Story of Trade, War and Diplomacy," says of Captain
Rolette:-"It was known that he had spoken in a dis-
paraging manner of the chances of the British to defeat
the Americans. ,He sent powder to the Indians by
night."
It may not be out of place here to remark that a
student (Helen Weaver) at the State University of Iowa
had, even before Tohill, written her Master's Thesis on:
"The Career of Robert Dickson."
But the saga of detachments of the Newfoundland
Regiment on the western plains and waters-often the
main actors in the saga-has never been told, Nor
can much of the individual sacrifices ever be told; for
there is little of the printed word on it.
No ponderous tomb, no fretted vaults are there,
No crosses mark the spot, and witness bear
To where the unnamed dead in slumber lie.
From comrade's side, from batlIe's bloody fame,
He called His own who feU in glorious strife,
And wrote their names within His book of life.
Captain Bulger's letter to Rolette among the Bulger
Papers now reprinted by Western Historical Societies,
shows the fairness of Bulger in the administration of
ju~tice to all and no special favours to anyone. He
said to Rolette:_
"Sir:~
In a matter of such serious moment as to involve
the character or life of any individual I never shall
be found wanting in the sincere and ardent wish to
render every justice, most certainly not in your
case from former acquaintance and the regard I
have for youI' brother."
"1 do not mean to commit the decision of such an
important affair to anyone. I intend presiding at
the investigation myself and you may rely on it that
strict justice shall be done you."
"No person has power to prejudice me against any
one; that is a thing I would never allow. you
will find that no one has power to swing me contrary
to my own judgment."
"When the charge was first made known to me
this morning, prior to the parade, I certainly felt
astonished, But the duty 1 owe my Sovereign, act-
ing here as his representative, rendered it totally
impossible for me to avoid noticing it. had the person
accused even been my own brother."
I am,
Sir.
YOUL' obedient servant,
Andrew Bulgl:l',
Captain CommandLng
and in a further letter oC explanation to Rolette, he adds
Sir:-
My motive in ordering the Court of Inquiry wa~
to give you an opportunity of saying what you
might think necessary in extenuation of your con
duct, , , a wish to do you every justice induced me
to retain them (the reports) till the affair wa~
thoroughly investigated." (Ibid).
The Court nominated by Captain Bulger consisted of
himself, Captain Thomas G, Anderson, who held com·
mand there prior to Captain Bulger, Lieut, James Pull-
man and a non-commissioned officer then. James Keat
ing.
Let us pause a moment to get a character sketch of
Warrant Officer Keating. He was attached to the force
known as the Mississippi Volunteers under Captain
Bulger and loaned to the expedition from the Royal
Artillery on Mackinaw. Much credit is given to him,
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as a bombardier, for the capture of Fort McKay and
Prairie du Chien.
L Homf.·ay Irving in his "British Officers in Canada
War of 1812" cites this order from General Drummond
in Quebec:-
"In consideration of the gallantry of Lieu1. Keating
of the Mississippi Volunteers, and particularly at
the Capture of Fort McKay and the Prairie des
Chiens, on the Mississippi River .. , His Excellency,
Lieut.-General Sir Gordon Drummond has been
pleased to appoint him Fort Adjutant at the post
of St. Joseph's,"
His fame reached down w this twentieth century.
A .....ell·known Western historian, Milo M. Quaife. at an
Historical Meeting at Rock Island in September, 1930,
gave an address on: "A FO:'gotten Hero of Rock Island
and a soldier of Fort St. Joseph's, James Keating." This
address on James Keatmlifs achievements at Prairie du
Chien is reprinted in the Journal of the Illinois His-
torical Society and also in Joseph and Estelle Bayliss'
Treatise on "Historic S1. Joseph's Island."
Go back to the Court of Inquiry at Prairie du ChIen.
Captain Rolette was acquitted by the military court. It
appears f.'om the evidence that the Indian agent,
Robert Dickson, was not above fault in his own tasks.
We find a letter from Captain Bulger to Dickson saying:
"I am astonished at your want of consideration. You
must have been well aware that the only possible
chance we have of preserving the country is by
husbanding the small quantity of provisions in it
for the approaching critical period, when the Indians
will be called out to our assistance and must be fed."
"Their present distress I allow to be great, . but
we must not forget that there is another and more
imperious call to attend to, the duty .....e owe our
Sovereign and the pl'eservation of the country from
the grasp of the enemy,"
After further advising the Indian Agent to husband
his resources, in a long letter, he adds: "I do not wish
to enter into a long correspondence being afflicted ..... ith
il disease of the eyes which renders writing extremely
painful and distl'cssing to me."
As this letter was wduen in the middle of the winter,
on 9th February, 1815, it seems that exposure to the
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glare of both snow and sun had caused what is usually
known as "snow blindness," a temporary affliction.
Dickson, desirous of keeping the good friendship
developed through the war years, writes the next day:-
"Sir:-
I am convinced that on all occasions you have
done your duly both here and elsewhere. Rest
assured .. that I shall consider this as the hap-
piest day of my life, in finding the friendship and
esteem I have alway!! entertained for you firmly
re-established."
The people of the surrounding country saw the firm
actions of the commandant in hanging the Indian for
murder of British subjects, for his settlement of the
feud between Captain Rolette and the Indian agent
and for his part in defeating the enemy at Rock River fl~i~~~~~!~~t~3~~~and sending them back broken to St. Louis. They
presented him with this testimonial letter:-
Fort McKay,
15th January 1815
"Sir:-
We the citizens of the Plains.. pray that you
will receive our thanks and acknowledgment for
the protection that you assure to His Britannic
Majesty's subjeds."
"Your conduct and activity in rendering justice
in an Indian Country which has been exposed to so
many misfortunes hitherto, gives us hope to live
in quiet under your command; and permit us at
the same time more and more to testify our zeal
and loyalty towards our sovereign."
(In Vol. 9, Wisconsin Historical Society Collections)
As one looks over the names signed to this testimonial
he recognizes some who later became prominent in this
territory for their activity in lumbering and the fur
trade-James B. Faribault, for example, after whom
the present town of "Faribault," along the line of rail·
ways south to St. Louis, is named.
The young Doctor of Philosophy scholar in his Thesis
on Robert Dickson seems to think that Captain Bulger
of the Newfoundland Regiment was too severe with
his Indian agent. He says the Captain's orders were too
strict for the occasion; that the Commandant talked
the language of the military camp and garrison; that
he was too strict a disciplinarian, and the scholar
adds: "In command of a company of regulars in gar-
rison or in battle he would doubtless have proved a
brave and capable officer."
This young scholar should be reminded of the fact
that Bulger had already, and long before he was re-
leased in command of the fort, gone through as much or
more battle service as any individual of any regiment
thcn in Canada. His own son says that he then had
sixteen engagements to his credit, defeating the enemy
time and again in leading detachments of his l'egiment
on both land and sea.
Let us remember, too, that this commanding officer
was there in the interests of the British Empire. He
had only one duty:-"Hold the fort, come what may."
The whole trouble, which might have caused the loss
of the territory, was due to a lack of a well-defined
line of demarcation of duties, so necessary in both
organized business and in war. Captain Bulger was in
supreme command. Dickson was agent for Indian
relations.
However, the young scholar concluded his published
Thesis by saying:-
"Bulger commands our respect throughout the con-
troversy. He .....as maintaining .....hat seemed to him
a vital military principle, and his expressions on
that belief. although emphatic, were temperate."
Alar oft, 500 miles north on Mackinaw, Colonel Mc-
Douall holding that area for General Drummond, sends
his greetings to the fort deep in enemy territory. On
the 26th February, 1815, he writes Captain Bulger:-
"I feel with yourself the strong necessity which
exists that those in command at such a distance
should be invested with adequate powers, in order
that capital crimes may meet with prompt and im-
mediate punishment."
"I entirely approve of your declaration of Martial
La..... and of your conduct .. _ which was spirited and
dignified. My dear Bulger, cultivate harmony and
the best possible understanding among all around
you ... let the only rivalry be, who shall do most
for the Public Good."-(Bulger Papers, in Wisconsin
Historical Society Collections).
There was an urgent need for reinforcement and a
month latcr Col. McDouali writes:-
"Fifty more of your regiment are coming up here
under Captain Skinner; a re-enforcement not at all
adequate to the formidable force with which we are
likely to be attacked. I have done you strict justice
..... ith General Drummond as a zealous and faithful
servant of the Public." (Ibid).
Captain R. P. Skinner of the Newfoundland Regi-
ment. mentioned by McDouall, was a transport officer
serving all over the wide frontier. His name appears in
dispatches on many occasions. It may be mentioned
here that dispatches and orders were orten sent by
trusted Indian runners either on foot, or horseback
(changing horses en route) or by canoe.
Doubtless the actors in these scenes nearly one hun-
dred and fifty years ago:-
Had longed that in far ages,
Their deeds might still be told,
And distant times and nations,
Their names in honour hold.
Author's Note-(The author wishes to thank Mr. M.
F. Harrington for his kind remarks on his radio time
to my March article in this Magazine on "When New~
foundland Helped to Save Canada," Also Mr. A. H.
Murray, of A. H. Murray & Co., Ltd., of Water Street,
St. John's, for his letter of appreciation).
THE OLD TIME FISHERMAN
8y 'l'1l0MA8 TUCK
(Written apecially for The Newfo"ndland
Q"arteeb)
Come ..ll ye Newfoundl ..nde...
Who..,ttled on thi. 0.0<1.
Whor.. ioed."ch.pJendidf..mlli""
0" nothinl< but the Cod;
Foe no better men the.... ever lived.
I'll h....e yo" "nde...~nd,
Than o"r hardy. rob".t n.hermen,
The pride of Newfoundland.
They p<>MeMe<l a l",rfectll'eni~,
Tho"" men .,..,,,nd the 8 ..y,
Inb"ildinl<boot.o ..ndv_l.
T .... t ...... f ..dlO!c out tod..y:
They'd lI:enl<e their hoob ..nd lea<lll ..nd
t ....wt.,
And then mend ..ll thele twine,
And th;" wu ..11 ..eeompli.hed
I" the d ....... ry winter time.
They h..d .. f ..ith that few ))OIIlH!U--
A ""rfect f ..ith th..t God,
Wh".ent .. lonll'thecapHn,
W ..a aure w ..,nd the cod.
Tbey.;;~uld..,t their tra"" In the a..meold
That theie fathe... uoed before,
~~:ht~'1".~':~~~t•.,.:~e{:or"'.~~, rivht,
I wl.h th..t yo" could vb".. li....
Thi. hardy hunch of men.
From ltara w .t..... wu hut ad..)'
Wben the codn,h did atrike in,
The "Omen worked like troo""....
And we.... of tlult 11:<><><1 old .tamp,
AJwa" the.... to help their h~b..ntla
By the light of the eod-olll..mp.
There wu many a little in(.ot-
Aod I tell it;" no 1I0!-
Tlult wu rocked in a dr"dve barre.
When it ltarted in t" cry.
The mother with a barble "n.
And J tell It wu her wiah
To "·ork there .. ith her hubby
I"tbeheadinlJo(then.h,
Th..... wol'tia m .. y fIoOund outlandl.h
~~tt~ky~~~f ':~~~:~t ~;::;m..n
Who had alm""t h..d 101. day;
And he .. lIl "'Y. r ....d me th..t poem.
Don't the<>w it <>0 the "helf,
F<>r I believe with all my heart
That m..o baa f1.hed himaell.
I've..,.,n th..... women wuhin' n.h
With .. rAlt'. Ohl h<>w they·d rub,
I" a puneh""n 8IIWed rilt'ht f ..ir In t ..o-
We ealledit .. puncheon_tub;
They'd..,., the fi.h w...bed perfect dean,
And oh! What PAin. they'd ~kel
They'd put it <>n. hand har....r
And bring it on the fl..ke.
With thi. tryinv tuk ..""ompH.hed
Th..t would keep them <>n the run,
They would w..teh the .ky lor .... In..,louda,
}'orthat f1.h110 needed.un;
If they ...w that r ..in ..u cominl<.
You would lOOn know who wu ~.
You would aee lhem m..kinlt' fagirota---
}'or th" f1.h ..... w8t<or.hoeal
Now II.Il the d ..y. have .un.hine.
Th"ir ...d lace turJI.I to.mil... ,
Wben, inatead of m..klnlJ f~got..
They'd p ..ck it Into pilea;
Th..... pilea were made In cir<:le form
Sotlultthen.hfloObind.
And keepa the rain from be..tinv In
When it'l covered up with rhinda.
When the time arrlv ... for.hippinll'~
'TI. indeed a blUlY d~--
The pOOr old n ..g i. harnea.ed up
And th" fi.h piled on the dray,
Itiathen pulled to the cul1lnll bo&n1-
Now. w.. teh the euller'a hand".
Th....wing out Madeira and Weat Indi ...
Th..t may never reacb thOlM! l..nd.l
Bul it'. otill .. fond rem..mb.... nce.
And ill n,em'ry linlCe yet.
If we ever reach... H ven,
We mu.t fOl'll:ive. forget
They would settle up the year'...ceount.
Uut the bal.nce wu not fIoO f ..t,
8tlll. a bottl" of rum Wa' fifty centa.
And now. it'••i" tim... that!
And no" w buy th" ..inter'. food
With what you have in hand,
You've Ilot w.t....teh each penny,
Or do the beat you ean.
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You w..nt to buy thi. food whol..... le.
An from ato~ to owre you taIr,
You w..nt to..,., it !>nullht juat right,
And not in .. p ..""r balr!
The fishery I" (..dlnlC out,
Bb"""iallY Labrador
Youn/{ men lire lI:ivinlt' up thl. work,
Bach year there'. more and more,
When the older men c..n't m.ke It PAy
It will never pay the yo"nlt'.
Onl';:y,they come your w..y with belter
The n.h"ry i. done!
So now my I>oem i" Ilettinll: loalt'
And I """ that 1 mu.t end,
If you ."bacrlbe to the "Quart"rly"
You will hear f ....m me .v..in.
THE SINKING OF THE
NEWFOUNDLANDER
We hllve bred n,.. ny ..,..men bold
ile..ve captain. by the """....
,\nd rankinll: with the heat or them
i. Captain John Blackn,or".
H,·. """ of nature'. II:cntlemen,
He d""" not rant nor rave.
He'll alw..y. ICreet you with" .mile,
ThoulCh hi. thoul<ht... be ICra,·e.
h, early youth he went to fi"h
In the Straia and Labrador;
•· ....m Bonay down to Hy..n·. Uay
Th~ whole """",t did explore.
A.c..pt.. ln, heolt n, ..det"·o trill'"
H~~:~~l~~";~~;~~~b~=L;;he~e·..ai'"
I'<>t .ati.f1ed with ..ilinll .hijlll..
He built the "N..nituck"
And ...Id her with idea in mind
To try ...nln hi. luck.
Th" "J. II. IIlackmoee" then he built.
A .turdy craft w....he;
H .. med her in the coutlnlt' trad"
And in the..,..lfi.bery.
Hel""theron ...e..1inll'trip
N ..... Elli.ton'. rough oho~:
He with hia men they "".. led the clllh
And ......ched tbeir homea once moee.
U.. ,·ln" then p......,.jhi.thr.......corey......._
Hb /{rlt we ..ll .dmi,...-..
To build ...turdier, l ..rger ahip
Dec..me 101. Icreat d...I.....
Kext wlnte,. (ound him with hi....n
Worklnll: with he..rt and will.
Building the "Newfoundl..nder" fal,.
In a dock at CI......nvil1e.
He captained her in ....tinlt' trade.
Often in Arctic Sea,
And every .prinl< heuoed her in
The north .....1 fiahery.
Laot y.... r he .tepped down from th"
bddge,
Hi. lIOn. }'red. took ""n,"'and
Now, wbat thl. meant w C.ptain J<>hn
Sallora"'illunderatand.
To Quit the .......nd .tay ...hore.
It .. Im""t brok" hi. heart,
And when the tlnle for aesling c.me,
He had w tJlJ<e hi" part.
And ... thi••peinll:. he ... iled again
On hi••hip "Newfoundl..nd"
Only to I""" hia Ihip once mO....
And h..ve to ,,'~lk to land.
}'or hi••hlp wu e..ulCht in raftlnl< ice
On the morn of Patrick'. Day,
Withse"en thouund YOUnl< haC\> .....b.
Cru.hed......,n the bottom I..y,
Now every m .. n in Newfoundland
D.- thi. mlaf<>rtune rue.
And oll'e.. deep .ympalhy
To the Captain ..nd hi. crew.
Yet when he reach"" hI. home port,
Deflplte hia lou, meanwhile,
He will ....main und..unted. ealm.
And "reet you with ...mll~.
M ..y 11th. 1954. -Tly 8,8,
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field of finance, has re-
ceived little careful at-
tention. For this reason
the brief description nor-
mally accorded that per-
iod has been coloured by
the lTIClI'(! florid events of
a later period, lending a
false air of general dis-
repute to the early at-
tempt to l'Stablish de-
mocratic institutions in
Newfoundland. The first
Newfoundland
Legislature has bee n
described l as a mere bear
garden. resulting fro m
the persistent and often
reckless bickering
between the appointed
Council and the elected
Assembly. The Council
is reputed to have thrown out the Revenue and Supply
Bills submitted by the Assembly, making it necessary
for the Governor to adopt the unconstitutional practice
of issuing warrants on the Colonial Treasury without
the approval of the legislature. The Assembly appar-
ently retaliated in kind for his unseemly behaviour.
This description has little foundation in fact. It is
based upon events which occurred after the second gen-
eral election, when the first Newfoundland Legislature
had passed into history.
The first Newfoundland Assembly faced very difficult
problems with scanty resources and reluctant aid. Its
members displayed an air of restraint in trying cir-
cumstances and a degree of political ability that evoked
the unwilling commendation even of those who expected
and of those who hoped that representative institutions
were being planted on barren soil. Their conscientious
efforts to solve their problems were foiled largely by the
instability of the Colony's economy, the misguided policy
of the BritiJ;h Parliament and the unsympathetic and
ill-informed attitude of the Colonial Office. But to
appreciate these efforts it is necessary to view them
in perspective against British colonial practice of the
period, the threatening collapse of representative in-
stitution in other colonres and the peculiar problems
facing the Assembly at that time.
British colonjal government, like the government of
Britain herself, developed according to no predetermined
plan but through a continuous process of adjustment to
meet changing conditions and circumstances. In each
case it was an evolutionary process. But within the
colonial empire the process of development in each
colony was different although there was a conscious
('tTort to maintain some degree of uniformity in colonies
of the same sort. The reason for the diversity lies in
the fact that local circumstances were the compelling
factor determining development.t The degree that the
laws of Britain, the prerogative powers of the Crown,
the principles of colonial government or the analogous
powers of the House of Commons applied to a particular
colony wus dependenl upon local conditions and prac-
tices.' In older colonies it was also dependent upon
local customary usage which no Governor could safely
ignore. In Newfoundland, however, where this cus-
tomary usage was lacking because of the recent innova-
tIon of constitutional government, there was a vacuum
to be filled. The earlier experiences of the American
colonies and the later experiences of the British North
American colomes provided only a general pattern to
guide the different branches of the new government in
Newfoundland. For though the Newfoundland Govern-
ment In 1832 was modelled after that of Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick, the constitutional principles and
practices of these colonies did not apply to Newfound-
land until they had been adopted and enforced as the
situation demanded. This was a task which awaited the
First Legislative Assembly, particularly in the realm of
finance.
It is axiomatic lhat finance is fundamental to gov·
ernment, and the branch of government that secures
control over finance tends to gain control over the other
branches. It was through its control over the purse
strings that the House of Commons had gained ascend-
ancy in Britain. In the colonies the struggle for control
over thc raising and appropriation of revenue had
cuhninuted in the dismemberment of thc First British
Empire. A similar struggle, again merged with the
broader question of abstract rights, had begun to
develop in the Second Empire. Financial powers were
the subject of heated controversy leading to a rising
tide of discontent with the Colonial Office and to in-
creasingly bitter friction between lhe Council and the
Assembly in the colonies. Newfoundland, there!ore,
was granted representative government at a time when
that form of government was on the decline and when
the colonies were demanding that it should be replaced
by ampler forms of self governmenl. The British Gov-
ernment. if it had learnt any lesson from the American
Rebelhon, had learnt the wrong one. They believed
that that catastrophe had been caused by granting ex-
cessive freedom to the colonies. Consequently the
demand of colonial assemblies for more powers fell
upon unsympathetic ears. The pessimistic aC1:Cptaoce of
Turgot's belief that all colonies would eventually, like
ripe fruit, drop off, prevented the adoption of measures
that would have removed the cause of discontent. Con-
sequently, the growing conflicts between the Council
and Assembly over control of supply were, particularly
in Lower Canada, leading to deadlock and to open re-
bellion. The course of these events was closely watched
by the leading figures in Newfoundland and with in·
creasin.!;: interest as later circumstances drove them to
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tration of Justice and the provision of other essential
public services were meagre. This restrictive policy
did not change until 1824, eight years before representa-
tive government was established, and even after that
date the treaties detrimental to the colony's interests
remained in force. During these intervening eight years
much had been done but Newfoundland remained a
century behind the other colonies in Britaish North
America in respect to her development. The First
Assembly, therefore, was faced with difficult problems
and meagre resources. A poor uneducated population
was dependent upon one basic industry-the cod fish-
ery, supplemented with the seal fishery and garden
agriculture. This industry was subject to periodic fail-
ures, requiring public assistance to avoid famine and
disaster. Almost all consumer goods were imported and
these were primarily the necessities of life. The only
potential source of revenue was duties on imports to be
paid by a people living on the margin of subsistence.
The wealthier classes were the merchants, chiefly in-
terested in making their fortunes and returning to
England. Yet the Assembly was expected. to develop the
. 'illdIA~',>~···~.:!~[m.~~···· ~""Il!l~'"
-...",.
173 ,ea •• of fi.h.ries .ltperi.
ene. hn'. mad. the name of Job well
known in the North Ame,;coll Market•• F.elh from tho
North Atlantic ••• ottrfleti... ty packed, Job'. Salmon,
Smelh, Cod, Rose Fi,h, Flounde., Holihut, Gre, Sole and
Haddock o.e renowned fa, thei. top Qllality and EconoM,.
adopt a similar course of action. It was, therefore, to be
expected from contemporary evidence that representa-
tive institutions in Newfoundland would eventually and
for similar reasons begin to crumble. It was to remove
these causes of friction and the dry rot of representa-
tive institutions that the Colonial Secretary requested
the Governor o( Newfoundland to propose to the First
Assembly after its eleetion the adoption o( an Amal-
gamated General Assembly, I.e., the consolidation of
the Council and the Legislative Assembly in a single
House.1 This sound propOSal was unanimously rejeeted
by the members of the First Assembly, though (or con-
tradictory reasons.
One of the chief reasons that the fears of the Colonial
Secretary were realized and acrimony engendered into
public affairs was the failure of the British Government
to appreeiate the peculiar situation of Newfoundland
at the time that representative institutions were estab-
lished and their unsympathetic and parsimonius atti-
tude towards that situation. The Colonial Secretary
in 1832 thought it superfluous to inquire into the wis-
dom of the policy pursued for so many years towards
Newfoundland.' What was not superfluous was a care-
ful analysis of the difficulties resulting from that policy
to the successful adoption of representative government
and the coru;equent need for special assistance to remove
these difficulties. This analysis was not undertaken and
no special assistance was forthcoming.
The peculiar situation which has been characteristic
of Newfoundland throughout her long history is the
result of the peculiar treatment she reeeived from the
British Government. The deliberate policy adopted to-
wards her before 1824 had as its fundamental principle,
the prevention of colonization by every possible means
and her conversion into a fishing station moored in the
Atlantic for the benefit of British fishermen. New-
foundland was to be merely a source of fish and a
nursery of seamen. This policy is to be contrasted with
that adopted towards other British overseas possessions
during the same period. They were vigorously colonized
with every encouragement from the parent govern-
ment. Generally, they were given command over their
resources and, subject to the benign supervision of the
home government, had been able from an early period
of settlement to devise and mature plans of permanent
development and prosperity. Their economies had
been established upon a firm basis through parlia-
mentary grants and through private capital invested
under government aegis before and after the grant of
representative government. In the meantime Newfound-
land, the brightest jewel in the British Crown, remained
in a state of splendid isolation and under-development.
The effects of that policy upon her development and
internal economy have been far reaching. Her popula-
tion was scattered over a long coastline by the necessity
of settlers seeking out, in defiance of that policy,
sequestered coves far from the surveillance of the naval
authorities. No industries were developed other than
the fisheries which were subject to the vagaries of the
wind and weather as well as of the fish. Agriculture
was undeveloped except as a mere ancillary to the fish-
ery. Fish treaties negotiated in British interests denied
a large portion of the coastline to settlement, develop-
ment and fishing, and this the most fertile section of
the island. Consequently it was necessary for fisher-
men to make the long annual mk to Labrador for an
inferior product. The interior for the same reason could
not be developed. Facilities for education, the adminis-
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colony, provide roads, schools, police, light houses, cus-
toms officials, in short to redify the sins of omissions of
past centuries.
The new constitution under which the First Assembly
was to undertake Its responsibilities consisted mainly
of certain British Statutes. the prerogative instruments
(i.e., the Letters Patent, the Governor's Commission
and the Governor's Instructions), instructions issued by
British Government Departments under authority of
these instruments and the principles and conventions
of colonial government as they beeame adopted in New-
foundland. In drawing up certain parts of this con-
stitution the British Government took care to remedy
certain defects in colonial constitutions which exper-
ience had revealed.
The problem of a permanent Civil List had caused
internal discord and friction in Lower Canada since
1819. The Assembly there, through its appropriation
bills, had taken under review the stipends of gov-
ernment officials who were not responsible in any way
to the Assembly and had persisted in its refusal to grant
a Civil List except on an annual basis. In this way it
hoped and sought to extract the compliance of these
officials with its wishes. Britain had offered to hand
over control of all provincial revenues in return for a
permanent Civil List. This offer was given le,islature
effect by the Howick Act of 1831. In the other colonies
in British North America the question of the Civil List
was causing considerable controversy and embarrass-
ment. It was decided, therefore, to remove the cause
of this trouble, when the Newfoundland constitution
was being drafted. The net produce of all duties levied,
within Newfoundland under any British statute was
placed by an Act of Parliament1 at the disposal of the
Legislative Assembly. The cost of collecting Imperial
duties in the colony was to be deducted from the gross
proceeds before payment was made into the Colonial
Treasury. The opportunity was accordingly taken to
reserve the sum of £6,550 out of these Imperial duties
for the maintenance of a permanent Civil List to pay
the salaries of the Governor, Judges, Attorney General
and Colonial Secretary. It is significant, however, to
note that the British Government not only established
a permanent Civil List in Newfoundland but continued
to retain control over all Crown revenues. In view of
the agreement made with the other colonies, it is diffi-
cult to justify the retention of these revenues. Their
retention was shortly to lead to controversy and to a
demand for equal rights and privileges.
Another thorny question in the realm of finance was
also settled. The following systemS regarding the receipt
and expenditure of public funds was practiced before
the granting of representative government. All duties
levied within Newfoundland and other revenue were
paid into the Military Chf!St in account of the British
Treasury. The Governor was empowered to draw on
the Treasury for required sums without any references
to the source of revenue. Deficiencies between current
revenue and expenditure were met by subventions from
the Treasury. The method to be adopted under re-
presentative government was that all revenue at the
disposal of the Assembly was to be paid into the Col-
onial Treasury and all revenue reserved to the Crown
into the Military Chest. The Governor with the con-
sent of the Council was to issue warTants for all ex-
penditure. But disbursement from the Military Chest
was dependent upon prior Treasury approval, and from
the Colonial Treasury upon supplies voted by the
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Assembly. The Assembly had the right to inspect the
accounts of the Governor, and accounts of all expendi-
ture had to be rendered to the home government. A
very controversial question at this time in other colonies
was whether the Assembly ought to vote supplies in
a stated amount and leave its expenditure to the dis-
cretion of the government or whether the Assembly had
the power to detail expenditures in its supply bill.
The procedure adopted for Newfoundland was to permit
the Assembly to detail supplies under specified headings
provided no interference with the prerogative power
of the Crown resulted. This procedure became the estab.
Iished practice during the period of the First Assembly
and was violated only on ODe occasion, by Governor
Cochrane in 1834 against his better judgment.. Shortly
before Cochrane was recalled, when the Assembly was
prorogued, he was informed by the Treasury that. of the
expenses incurred in establishing the local legislature,
the sum of £~-6-11, drawn from the Military Chest,
had been disallowed and was to be reiunded from the
Colonial Treasury.' This sum consisted of the salaries
of officials of the Council and Assembly, rent oi Mrs.
Travers' house ior the Assembly and certain incidental
expenses. Although no directions were issued by the
Colonial Office, he interpreted this advice as an in-
struction and, since there was no other way of obeying
it. he issued a warrant on the Colonial Treasury,
although he knew it was unconstitutional since no sup-
plies had been voted for that purpose. The Assembly,
indignant at this flagrant violation of its rights, peti-
tioned the home government for re-imbursement. The
Colonial Secretary agreed the Act was unconstitutional,
though based upon a misunderstanding, and Cochrane,
somewhat unjustly, was censured.
The First Assembly met on January 1st, 1833. In his
opening address Cochrane explained that the British
Government would meet all expenses of government
until April 1st and all local revenue to that date was
appropriated. He would continue to meet the ordinary
contingencies of government in the usual manner.
Alter April 1st it would be the responsibility of the
Assembly to provide for the expenses of government.
He advised the Assembly that the current deficit be-
tween ordinary revenue and expenditure was £6,573.
In view of the state of its financial affairs, the Assem-
bly decided to apply to Britain for aid on the grounds
that large surpluses had been accumulated in the past
and not expended in the island and to request that all
revenue from rent of ship rooms, sale and rent of
Crown lands, forfeitures and escheats and other Crown
sources be placed at its djsposal, since a Civil List was
provided irom the reserved duties. lo Thomas, a mer-
chant and one of the 5t.. John's members, gave notice
of motion of a Revenue Bill to impose duties on all
spirits and wines imported into the colony, to be col-
reeted by Custom House officials in order to avoid an
expensive excise establishment.u This was an urgent
matter since the merchant houses, under false impress-
ion that the Assembly lacked the power to impose duties
before April 1st, were preparing to import large quan-
tities of these commodities before that date. The Bill
passed the House unanimously. The only recorded pro-
test was from a contributor to a local newspaper who
objected that the proposed duty on rum discriminated
against the poor since "none of your polite aristocratic
caste would pollute your organs with such abomina-
tion."l!
The rejection of this bill by the Council was to pre-
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cipitate a constitutional and financial crisis. Only four
members of the Council were present during the debate,
Chief Justice Tucker, who was President of the Council,
Attorney General Simms, SeC'retary Crowdy and Col-
lector of Customs Spearman. Tucker opened the debate
against the Bill.IS Expressing highest admiration for
representative institutions and doubt whether the time
was yet ripe for its adoption in Newfoundland, he in-
quired into the legislative power of the Assembly to
pass a bill of that nature and into the expediency of
the exercise of that power, even if it had the powe'r.
Regarding the principle of the Bill he contended that it
was repugnant to several British StatutesU and there·
fo~e null and void. He admitted that the Assembly
was only following Nova Scotia, but he could not
reconcile the conduct of the latter with constitutional
practices nor understand why it was tolerated unless
they disguised their duties as excise taxes. He ridiculed
the Assembly for trying to set at nought an Imperial
statute in the first exercise of its legislative power.
Regarding the expediency of imposing taxation he con-
tended that the difficulties of the merchants were so
manifold, the state of trade so unstable, and pauperism
so prevalent amongst the people, that no Assembly in
Newfoundland could levy duties commensurate with
its needs. He foretold that Newfoundland would rue
the day when her wishes for a local legislature were
granted. The fervour of his opposition can be judged
by his frank avowal that, if the present bill were passed
and came before him as Chief Justice, he would declare
it null and void and treat it as dead letter. His motion
that the order of the day be discharged was seconded
by Simms, a professed opponent to the granting of
representative government.
The Revenue Bill, however, was not to lack an able
defender in the Council. Spearman drew upon his five
years' experience as Collector of Customs in New
Brunswick to refute Tucker's arguments. In his opinion
there was not a single clause in the Bill repugnant to
any British statute. Similar Acts in the British North
American colonies had been approved by the Privy
Council. Section 14 in the same Imperial statute quoted
by Tucker recognized the right of Colonial legislature
to impose import duties, for it specified that Imperial
duties were "subject also to duty under any Colonial
ACt."15 The Imperial Act16 which imposed a tax on
rum imported into the Canadas specified that it was
additional to any tax payable under Colonial Acts.
Grounds of mexpediency provided no arguments against
the principle of the Bill, nor the contention that it
would provide insufficient revenue. Spearman pleaded
that the Council, in the light of the situation in the other
colonies, should weigh well the consequences of such
an extraordinary proceeding as the rejection of a re-
venue bill. He boldly ridiculed Tucker's arguments by
comparing them to Professor Glumenback's opinion of
Gall's system of Phrenology "those parts which were
true were not new and those parts that were new were
not true." When the vote was taken on the Bill, the
Council evenly divided and, since the constitution of the
Council required a two-thirds majority to carry a
motion, the first revenue bill was defeated.
To the public and the press the Council's treatment
of the Revenue Bill seemed to be an attempt to "strangle
the new legislature even at its birth.tll7 The Assembly
reacted with remarkable restraint, particularly since
the early Newfoundland assemblies are reputed to have
acted with a considerable lack of moderation. It also
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displayed an unexpected grasp of this complicated
aspect of colonial government. The famous "brandy
dispute" of 1830 in Nova Scotia was used to support
their power to levy import duties. A Colonial ACt'8
imposing a tax on brandy in that colony, at first re-
jected by the Council, had been approved by the Privy
Council. The Assembly advised the Governor that, if
it did not possess the power to levy taxes, there was no
other source of revenue available to improve local con-
ditions and inquired whether he had any funds avail-
able to relieve their difficulties.
The Governor in his reply did not follow the normal
pattern of behaviour of colonial governors. He support·
ed the Assembly. He advised them that when the Gov-
ernor's Instructions were being drafted, certain clauses
tending to deprive the Assembly of the power now under
dispute were omitted at his request. He was simply
instructed to deny consent to only those revenue bills
which were discriminatory or had purpose other than
the raising of revenue. Had the bill been passed, he
would have given his consent but he had no funds
available to assist them. A less sympathetic response
was to be expected from one who had lost favour be-
cause of his original opposition to the granting of re-
presentative government. It gives support to the view
that Cochrane used every means in his power to make
the new constitution succeed.
Tucker, on the other hand, was held in high esteem.
He had acted as Administrator of the colony during
Cochrane's extended absence and had gained the respect
of the local population both in that capacity and on
the bench. As Chief Justice and Administrator he had
kept silent during the struggle for representative gov·
ernment. His attitude now came as a surprise to all.
He was fully aware that, in rejecting the bill, he was
attacking the very foundations of representative in-
stitutions in Newfoundland. For the only other form
of tax that could provide revenue to support the gov-
ernment, an excise and inland tax, was not applicable
to Newfoundland because of scarcity of products and
expense of collection. His narrow interpretation of
Colonial constitutional practices in financial matters
and his out-moded distinction between external and in-
ternal taxes reveals that his political convictions over-
shadowed his reputed legal judgment. Convinced of
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the inexpediency of the new type of government, he
was apparently determined to exterminate it.
Surprised that his constitutional views were not
accepted and aroused by the reaction to them, he under-
took a series of correspondence with the Governor. He
expressed his unalterable decision to oppose the Bill,
and, in order to relieve the embarrassment of both
houses, he recommended the immediate prorogation of
the Assembly for a short period and leave of absence
for himself. He considered that the adoption of these
suggestions would make it competent for the Assembly
to introduce the same Bill in the second session and,
since he was the Leader of the opposition to it, his
absence would provide a reasonable opportunity for
its enactment. His letter concluded with "my unalter-
able purpose is never to return to my office of Chief
Justice of this island, if it appears to His Majesty's
Government that the grounds upon which I opposed this
Bill did not abundantly justify me in doing so." The
rejection of these recommendations brought forth his
resignation and, when it was not accepted, he sent copies
of his correspondence with the Governor to the local
newspaperS,19 resubmitted his resignation and left for
England without the Governor's consent. His last let-
ter advising the Governor of his imminent departure
laid upon the latter's shoulders the responsibility for
any hardships incurred by the island through loss of
the Revenue Bill, since his remedial recommendations
had been obstinately rejected. This reaction reveals not
only the bad feeling existing between Tucker and
Cochrane, but Tucker's general character. He had an
exaggerated opinion of his natural abilities and legal
knowledge and, though he liked to appear very modest
and diffident, he would brook no opposition of his views.
This is also evident by his later conduct in England,
where he informed the Colonial Secretary that he
would abide by his decision regarding the Revenue Bill
though all the law officers of the Crown disagreed.
Cochrane, however, could not have accepted his re-
commendations. Tucker had publicly stated that he
would declare the Revenue Bill null and void, because
of its repugnancy, even if it had been enacted. There~
fore, to prorogue the Assembly and have the Bill re-
introduced and enacted could have served no useful
purpose. Cochrane would have had to adopt the un-
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orthodox procedure of investigating the :-ooduct that
the Actin, Chief Justice would adopt on the bench,
if the Colonial Act were questioned and Tucker's return
would apparently lead to its rejection whenever a test
case was brought before him. No blame therefore can
be imputed to Cochrane because Tucker's resignation
was accepted by the Colonial Office when the law
officers of the Crown decided the issue in favour of
the Assembly. The course of action that he adopted
could have had only one outcome. His resignation has
more than ordinary significance for it brought Boulton
to Newfoundland as Chief Justice. Though the relation-
ship between the Council and Assembly remained reo
latively cordial for the duration of the First Assembly,
the personal antagonisms which Bolton, however un-
wittingly, aroused, was to undermine that cordiality
and engender acrimony into public affairs.
The rejection of the Revenue Bill placed the Assem-
bly in an awkward financial position. Its case had been
submited to the British GovemmenttO but, in the mean-
time, it had little supplies to vote for the support of
government. The only revenue available to it was the
net produce of Imperial duties less the reserved amount,
about £2,000. Legislation involving expenditure, for
which there was great need, could not be undertaken.
Under these circumstances the Assembly requested the
Governor to meet the ordinary expenses of government
in the usual manner and in return placed at his disposal
all revenue subject to their controLU The critical situa-
tion made it necessary for the Governor to draw upon
the Military Chest, as was previously his custom, to
meet not only the ordinary services of the colony but
also the payment of salaries not included in the re-
served customs duties. He was well aware that this
procedure was unorthodox under the new constitutional
status of the colony but felt justified in doing so under
the present compelling circumstances. He was confid-
ent that a grant in aid would be forthcoming and that
his action would be approved. In this he was not dis-
appointed and the expenditures incurred during this
period without prior approval were aUowed.2t The
home government undertook to meet the expenses of
government until March 31, 1834, and the balance re-
rnaining at that time was to be paid into the Military
Chest, not into the Colonial Fund. A parliamentary
grant of £13,000 was provided to meet the anticipated
deficit in a total expenditure of £29,000. Cochrane,
however, was explicitly instructed to limit civil ex-
penditure to the amount of local revenue and the par-
liamentary grant. He was to draw upon the Mili\ary
Chest to meet the civil service, only when a vote for
that service had been authorized.a The sources of
Colonial revenue were augmented in July, 1833. when,
after a brief prorogation of the Legislature, the revenue
bill imposing duties on wines and spirits was reintro-
duced and enacted without opposition.f4 This revenue
was also placed at the discretion of the Governor. Thus
the Assembly had, because of the rejection of its first
Revenue Bill, DO financial rights or responsibilities
before April 1, 1834.
This dispute decided for all time the constitutional
question of the competence of the Newfoundland Legis-
lature to impose import duties for revenue purposes.
Events, however, were shortly to show that this power
was not unrestricted. An Imperial statuteU for the
regulation of trade was passed in the autumn of 1833,
which led to controversy and confusion. This statute
(Continued on Page 37)
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A TRIP TO NEWFOUNDLAND 100 YEARS AGO
An account of the attempt to lay the cable irom Port BUX Basques to North CalX' in 1855, as told by an
eye-witness in Harper's Monthly.
(Concluded (rom March issue)
THE fishermen are an honest, frank, and generousclass of men, for whom the elements seem to
have no terrors. Their life is a continuous suceession
of perils and hardships, yet it has a strong fascination
for them, Bnd they rarely voluntarily retire from it
till old age or premature decrepitude, arising from its
exposure, compel them to do so.
They are, as a general thing, extremely improvident
in the disposition of their limited means; which fact
destroys, in a great measure, any thing Ilkc independ-
ence on their part in their dealings with the merchants
of St. John's, who are the only purchasers of their fish.
A considerable degree of ill feeling grows out of this
state of things, and the fishermen would gladly find
competitors with the merchants of St. John's for the
purchase of their commodity.
Arter leaving St. John's, we discovered that many
additions had been made to the live-stock on board our
vessel, in the shape of numerous specimens of the New-
foundland dog. These animals abound in 51. John's.
You meel them at every step. The)' are at the door
of every house, the entrance of every slore, and in
every room. Dogs are ever before, beside, and behind
you; and though they are not al all fierce or belligerent
in their character, still they evidently 'recognize a
stranger in you, and seem 10 ask, by their looks, what
you are about, how you came there, and where you are
going. Though there is no question about their being
dogs of Newfoundland, it is very questionable wbether
they are all genuine thorough-bred Newfoundland dogs.
While in St. John's, nearly everyone of our party
seemed seized with an uncontrollable disposition to
possess at least one of these dogs, while others, still
more covetous of canine property, purchased whole
families, including large litters of pups. The con-
sequence was, that the good steamer, "James Adger,"
became, in one sense at least, a reiular "doggery."
There were dogs on the quarter-deck, dogs forward.
and dogs art. Dogs in every coil of rope, and dogs
basking in the heat of the smoke-stack. Pups in boxes
and baskets, pups in berths, puppies in ladies' arms and
on ladies' laps. Go where you would, on board the
steamer, dogs met you at every turn; and if we had
climbed to the maintruck, we should not have been
much surprised to have found one of our canine friends
there, in the shape of a dog-vane! They yelped, and
howled, and whined, and barked, through every note
of the gamut; but, as an insane individual on board,
given to the despicable practice of making bad jokes,
observed, their "bark was on the C," as a general thing.
Standing on the quarter-deck, and looking down the
length of the vessel, the eye wandered through long
vistas of dogs, the wagging of whose tails was enough
to make a nervous man uneasy, and aftected one like
the monotonous ticking of a clock in a sWI room.
Everybody, too, that had a dog, imagined. his dog bet-
ter than the dog of any body else, and once, during our
return voyage, when about half.way home, the excite-
ment all over, and time hanging rather heavily on our
hands, one of the reverend gentlemen on board worked
himself into such a state of excitement on the merits of
his own peculiar dog, that he proposed. to the Captain
a general dog fight, in which his dog should take the
field against all comers.
It is a remarkable fact, that though our canine cargo
mdulge in their prospensity for howling almost contin-
uously, they never so thoroughly exhibited their powers
in this way as during the performance of divine service
in the cabin. The moment prayers commenced, or a
psalm was sung, the rascals began, and kept up one un-
ceasing howl until the act of devotion was over. This
roused the superstitious fears of the sailors, who pro-.
tested that we should never make port, and insisted that
the presence of so many dogs and ministers on board
would insure our finding our way to Davy Jones's
Locker, and that we should all go to the dogs together.
From the numerous advertisements which have appear-
ed in the daily papers, announcing dogs for sale, since
our return, we are of the opinion that many of those
who made extensive purchases have grown sick of their
bargains.
As we neared Port aux Basques, the greatest anxiety
prevailed on board to know whether the "Sarah L.
Bryant" had arrived. We came in sight of Cape Ray
about five o'clock on the morning of the 20th, and when
we were sufficiently near to the place of our destina-
tion, every telescope was brought to bear upon the
place, all being anxious to make the first announce-
ment of the pleasing intelligence that the object of our
search was within the harbour. Some of our company
went aloft, and discovered a large vessel lying behind
the high rocks at the mouth of the harbour; but, re-
membering our former disappOintment, we did not like
to be too saguine. While we were thus in doubt and fear,
a small boat put off from the shore. As soon as it came
within hailing distance, the momentous question was
asked.:
"Has the bark arrived?"
The reply cam(' over the waters amidst a breathless
si!('ncc:
"She has!"
"When?"
"On Wednesday!"
The enthusiasm of all on board now broke out in
such a volley of cheers as the hills on shore never
echoed back since the creation. Every face beamed
with joy, and everybody shook hands with evezybody
else. The very dogs wagged their tails more energeti-
cally than ever, as if they sympathized in our joy. Our
faith in the succes of our enterprise was restored.. We
<:;hould yet be able to lay the first link of the great
electric chain, which should make the boasting gascon-
ade of Puck practicable, and enable us "to put a girdle
round the earth in forty minutes."
As we neared the entrance to the harbor, the masts
of the long.expected vessel hove in sight On our
approach the stars and stripes were run up, and flouted
the breeze from the mizzen peak, whUe a salute from
our cannon roused the slumbering echoes of the hills.
The little "Victoria" responded again and again, till
a cloud of dense smoke almost hid her from our sight.
The fisher folk of Port aux Basques, the quiet of whose
little village had never before been so boisterously
intruded upon, hardly knew what to make of aU this
I"".
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In a short time we were alongside the bark-broad-
side to broadside-and all was excitement and curiosity.
It was soon ascertained that, to give time for necessary
preparation.i:i, the task of laying the cable could not be
commenced for three or four days, so that there would
be ample opportunity for us all to gratify our desire to
go on shore. The fishing-boats soon put oft' from the
land in great numben, and in these we left the "James
Adger," and landing, once more stood on "terra finna."
The company divided itseJr into detached parties; the
one to which I attached myseJr proceeding to the
residence of one of the "codfish artstocracy." We were
received with great courtesy and hospitality, and were
treated to codfish cooked in every conceivable style. It
was exceedingly palatable; and when we had dined
heartily from it we did not feel half the sympathy we
had formerly conceived for those who lived on it
exclusively.
As we were desirous of making the most of our time,
and of seeing and enjoying everything to be seen or
enjoyed, all at once set about making preparations for
the gratification of their various tastes. Some went
fishing, some started for the hills, or paid unsolicited
visits to the fishermen's huts, with the view of in-
creasing their stock of knowledge of human nature in
general, and the idiosyncrasies of the fishermen of
Port aux Basques in particular. Others again. inspired
thereto most probably by the spirit of the mighty Nim-
rod, and by their credulity in believing the yarns
which were related to them by the natives concerning
the abundance of game "a little way back," started
on a hunting expedition ten miles into the interior. The
fishing parties were remarkably successful; to use the
usual expression on such oceasions, they caught them
BUY THE BEST
"as fast as they could throw in." Large cod, small cod,
and codlings, fell an easy prey even to the most in-
expert, and one of the party returned with a trophy of
his skill-or good fortune-in the shape of a gigantic
cod measuring four feet in length, and weighing over
thirty-five pounds. Like the man who was the fortunate
winner of an elephant at a raffle, he was somewhat
puzzled to know what to do with his prize, so he hired
a young piscator of the village to carry it, while be
turned showman and exhibited it to the admiring gaze
of the party on board the ship, and the villagers, who
rather cooled his enthusiasm and took the edge oft' his
self-conceit, by looking at it askance, as though "such
cod" were taken every day. The hunting party, how-
ever, which started off with such high hopes and such
glorious visions of fat elk, moose, and deer, and whose
greatest difficulty on settinl out was to know how they
should bring back their game, were not so successful.
The waters swanned with cod, and the merest tyro
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could take them, but the woods did not swarm with
deer, for they could find none, and they came back
as unincumbered as they went, and quite chop-fallen
at their want of success. Their hearts were heavy but
their stomachs were light; for, depending upon the
assurances of those who so sadly misled them, they had
indulged in pleasing anticipations of a supper of game
of their own killing, and neglected to supply them-
selves with a sufficient quantity of provisions. After
a walk of ten miles over rugged rocks and barren
beach, during which they saw nothing to shoot, night
and hunger overtook them together. There was no fat
buck from which to cut a roasting piece or cutlet, not
even a rabbit had crossed their path; so, after building
a fire, they proceeded to investigate the commissariat
department, and found that all their "stores" consisted
of a dried codfish of homoeopathic proportions, a paper
of tobacco, and one ship's biscuit, which a dyspeptic
youth of the party had slipped into his pocket before
leaving the ship. In this predicament a council of ways
and means was held to decide the momentous question,
whether the sole codfish should be devoured then and
there, and they should start for the ship in the morn-
ing breakfastless, or whether they should go supperless
that night and eat the codfish in the morning. Opinion
was equally divided, so the question had to be decided
by chance. A penny was tossed in the air, and the cod-
fish winning, "the innings" were devoured on the spot.
The party spent a cheerless night, protected (rom the
bleak winds by the side of a friendly hill, and the next
morning the disappointed hunters started (or the vil-
lage, where they arrived about noon almost famished,
to make a general onslaught upon the nearest grocery.
All the crackers and cheese which the establishment
afforded, hardly served to stay their appetites till din-
ner time, when it was observed that all the viands in
their immediate vicinity disappeared with marvelous
celerity.
As the arrangements on board the bark for laying the
cable were not completed, it was thought advisable that
the steamer should proceed to Cape North, and select
the best and nearest point to Cape Ray to make the
connection. Mr. Cooper and some twenty or thirty of
the passengers accordingly departed in the steamer,
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while the rest of our party remained at Port aux Basques,
on board the "Sarah L. Bryant." We took advantage of
the opportunity thus afforded to inspect the cable and
the mechanical arrangements for paying it out. The
cable weighed four hundred tons, and was seventy-
four miles in length-thus allowing nine miles for the
inequalities of the bottom of the sea, the distance be-
tween the points of connection being but sixty-five
mill'S. The cable was stowed in the hold of the vessel,
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in gigantic coils. The machinery was of a simple kind,
but seemed extremely well adapted for its purpose, and
was the same as used in laying the Mediterranean cable.
The cable passes trom the hold over iron rollers, and
thence between vertical guide rollers, from which it
passes over two other rollers eight feet in diameter.
As these revolve, it passes on to a cast iron saddle, and
so over the stern of the vessel. The wheels are con-
trolled by four brakes worked by long levers, and two
compressors, which are employed to prevent the cable
from surging as it passes round the wheels. as well as
to prevent its being carried off by its own weight. This
plan was found to work most successfully.
It was found that Cape Ray Cove, ten miles distant
from Port aux Basques, offered more facilities as a point
of connection, besides being over five miles nearer to
Cape North. The "James Adger" therefore returned on
Tuesday evening, and on Wednesday the "Sarah L.
Bryant" was towed to that point, where a frame tele·
graph house was put up, the telegraph instruments
conveyed, and a battery of one hundred cups erected.
Everything being thus prepared, the operation of lay·
ing the cable was commenced on Friday, the 24th of
August.
A sufficient length of cable was taken from the hold,
snd placed on board a boat to be conveyed to the
beach. As soon as the boat approached near enough,
the workmen stationed there rushed into the surf, and
seizing the end of the cable, bore it to the place fixed
upon as the point of connection-The Telegraph House-
where it was firmly secured around the capstan under
the Door, and three copper wires being placed in con·
nection with the machine. Owing to a kink formed in
the cable, while passing over the stern of the bark, on
making the test, that the insulation was not perfect, so
a buoy was attached to it at the weak point, in order
that at some future time it might be repaired. So much
time was thus occupied, that it was thought better not
to commence paying out until the next day, on account
of the foggy weather. In the morning, a strong breeze
from the northwest was blowing, but Mr. Canning,
whose experience in laying the Mediterranean cable
gave authority to his opinion, decided that the cable
could be laid with safety in even a higher sea than that
then running, so the order was given to commence
operations.
The bark was taken in tow by the "James Adeer,"
with the assistance of the "Victoria," and after some
difficulty in getting under weigh on the part of the
bark, we attempted to start. But by this time the sea
ran so high, and the wind blew so furiously, that both
bark and steamer were at the mercy of the elements.
In a few moments it was found that the bark was
drifting rapidly down upon us, making a collision
inevitable. It was a fearful moment, for no one could
tell the result of the shock; the bark was coming down
upon us stern foremost, and the moment when we
should be in contact was looked for with the greatest
anxiety. In vain the wheels of the "James Adger"
were put in motion; some strange fatality seemed to
be hangine over us, and in a moment after the order
to "back her!" was given, the two ships struck. The
violence of the shock was not so great as we antici-
pated, and both vessels escaped with very slight in-
jury, which, under the circumstnces, seemed almost a
miracle. The excitement soon died away, and the
ladies, who at the request of our Captain, had retired to
the cabin, were ignorant of our danger until it was all
over. Though out of immediate peril, we were not yet
clear of the bark, and it was found necessary to sever
the hawser which attached her to us. She then let go
her anchor, we doing the same; but shortly after, she
hoisted signals of distr~, and immediately shaking out
her sails, put out to sea, haVing lost her anchor, and
been obliged to cut the submarine cable in order to
prevent drifting upon the rocks. We immediately put
to sea after her, and in about an hour succeeded, by
means of a hawser from our stern, in getting her safely
in tow.
The foUowing day being Sunday, we did not leave
the cove, but spent most of the time in repairing dam.
ages to the cable, which broke again in a short time, so
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that there was no other course left but to fe-land it
and comence all our work over again. Accordingly, on
Monday morning, the bark was again towed near the
shore, and the end of the cable taken to the Telegraph
House by means of boats, and made fast as before. The
wind, however, continued to blow with such violence,
that we remained at anchor all night, in the hope that
the weather would prove more propitious the following
morning.
The next morning broke clear and calm; hardly a
rippple played. upon the surCace of the ocean, and our
hopes brightened with the sun, which rose without a
cloud to mar its splendour. The bark was soon placed
"en rapport" by means of a hawser; and the steamer
getting under weigh. the work of paying out the cable
began in earnest, and with every prospect of success;
for, with fair weather, success seemed certain.
For two miles all went well; the machinery worked.
admirably, and the cable slipped over the rollers with-
out "let or hindrance;" but when that length of cable
had been laid, a kink occurred, and it was found nec-
essary to stop the steamer to repair the damage. This
occupied only an hour, and then we went on again;
but the white [Jag, which had been agreed upon as a
signal for stopping the steamer, soon made its appear-
ance on board the bark, and notice was given tbat even
the slowest speed of the steamer was too fast to allow
the workmen on board the "Sarah L. Bryant" to payout
the cable with safety to it and to themselves. We again
proceeded as slowly as possible, no accident occurring,
though a report reached us at midnight that the cable
had parted. This report was altogether without founda·
tion, as we afterward learned that it was only a kink
that had occurred, which it was necessary to take en-
tirely out, and splice the cable, which was successfully
done. On starting again, all went on favorably till
about 4 o'clock in the afternoon, when the wind, which
since 2 o'clock had been gradually increasing, rose to
a gale, and it was found impossible to continue the
work on board the bark, and another kink occurring
in the cable, both vessels were compelled to lay to.
The storm now raged with great violence; the sky was
wild and threatening, and the ocean was covered with
a dense mist, that completely hid from our view the
island of St. Paul's, fourteen miles distant. Some forty
miles of the cable had already been laid, though the
distance in a straight line was several miles less. Under
these circumstances, Mr. Canning was forced to abandon
the original. plan of making Cape North the place of
connection, and endeavour to land the cable at the
island of S1. Paul's, which was considerably nearer. Had
the weather continued moderate, our task would have
been completed in a few hours; but the fates willed it
otherwise, and we were obliged to cease our exertions,
and devote all our energies to maintaining our position
until the storm should abate.
An attempt was now made to take the kink out of
the cable, but the bark pitched so much that it was
with the utmost difficulty that the workmen could keep
their feet, and to work was impossible. Everyone now
turned to Mr. Canning, expecting momentarily to hear
rum give the word to cut the cable, as for some time
every hope of saving it had been abandoned, and fears
were entertained for the safety of the vessel. But
Mr. Canning was loth to give the word which should
stamp the enterprise a failure, while there was the
slightest possibility of carrying it out successfully. The
strength of the cable was severely tested; for, during
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the height of the storm, both vessels held by it, and it
would undouMedly have held to the end had it been
deemed prudent to have tried it so severely. The gale,
instead of abating, continued to increase; still the cable
held; but, at 6.45 o'clock, the captain of the bark in-
formed Mr. Canning that the safety of his vessel re-
qwred that the cable should be cut, and that he should
himself be obliged to give the fatal word in case Mr.
Canning still refused to do so. Under such circum-
stances, Mr. Canning was forced to submit. A few
blows of the axe accomplished the sad work, the vessel
pitched forward as though she would bury herself in
the waves, and forty miles of the cable lay at the bot-
tom of the ocean. Thus did the war of elements set at
naught the energy, enterprise, industry, and ambition
so creditably displayed by the projectors of this great
work. Thus man proposes, thus God disposes!
The cable was manufactured by Messrs. W. Kuper
and Co., at their Submarine Cable manufactory, Lon-
don. The copper wire was insulated in gutta percha by
the Gutta Percha Company, of City Road, London,
under the immediate superintendence of S. Statham,
Esq. The process of manufacturing the cable is as fol-
lows: The insulated copper wires are first laid round a
centre core of hemp, the exterior and spaces between
each wire being wormed with hemp yarn so as to
form a perfect circular rope or cable. It is then pro-
vided with another covering of hemp yarn, the whole
of the yarn used being soaked in a preparation of Stock-
holm tar, pitch, oil, and tallow. It then receives its
outside covering of twelve No.4 gauge iron. The whole
of this process, except the insulation of the wires, is
carried on at one time by extensive and ingenious
machinery erected for the purpose. and cables can thus
be manufactured of any combined length that can ever
be required.
After the cable parted we headed for Sydney, with
the bark in tow, where we arrived safely on Thursday
afternoon. Here we spent two days and a half in taking
in coal and provisions. It is a flourishing place of about
five thousand inhabitants. It is the great coal depot
of Cape Breton, and carries on considerable trade with
Boston. The principal mine is situated three miles from
the port, and employs about two hundred men and one-
fourth as many horses. The coal is raised through a
perpendicular shaft three hundred and six feet in
depth. The daily product of the mines is about seven
hundred tons. A railroad conveys the coal to Sydney.
After being tossed about in the merciless manner
we had for so long, the prospect of standing flrm1y upon
our feet again was too alluring not to be at once en-
joyed. and the steamer had barely dropped her anchor
before everybody rushed for the boats. The town itself
presented no particular objects of interest; but on 1he
hill which rises above it stood an encampment of the
Mjcmac Indians. and thither the whole of the party soon
made their way. The encampment or village consisted
of about twenty lodges made of white birch bark, and
the Indians numbered, including children, about one
hundred. The children formed more than half of the
population, which, for filthines:; and wretchedness, we
should think. was without a rival in the civilized or un-
civilized world. The men were lounging about, devoting
all their energies to doing as little as they could, and
yet continue to breathe; while the women, nearly every
one of ..... hom was strapped to a papoose, which in its
tum was strapped to a board, were engaged in making
baskets, bows and arrows. and little birch canoes, speci-
mens of which were eagerly purchased by their visitors.
Everybody bought a basket, most of us were provided
with an impracticable canoe, and bows and arrows
enough were carriC"d off to put out the eyes of the
officers. passengers, and crew. In one of the lodges
more cleanly than the rest, and showing some slight in-
dications of care and neatness, was seated a young In·
dian maiden ahout eighteen years of age. She was very
beautiful, both in form and features, and soon became
the centre of attraction to all the young men of the
party. The baskets and other traps made by her fair
hands met with ready sale. Every one of our Benedicts
sC<!med desirous of carrying off with him some token
of remembflmce of her; and so great was the competi-
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We had fair weather during nearly the whole of our
return trip, and as the green shores of Staten Island
hove in sight, and we passed Sandy Hook, everybody
commenced their preparations for going on shore. As
we were gone longer than we anticipated, many of the
passengers had been obliged from necessity to neglect
their toilets, and some of the party had presented a
very faded appearance for some days; but as we passed
the Narrows everybody made his or her appearance
looking trim and neat. The gentlemen, even those who
had during the greater part of the voyage affected red
shirts, "a la 'Mose,' " displayed spotless fronts and col-
lars, so that a general feeling of surprise was elicited
at the sudden respectable appearance of one another.
It seemed that all had saved at least one of those
articles of apparel without which no gentleman's ward-
robe can be considered complete as a "corps de reserve,"
with an idea of "astonishing the Browns," but the gen·
eral coincidence of a prudential feeling destroyed the
singularity of the effect expected to be produced.
We arrived safely at the pier from whence we started
on the 5th of September, having been absent just
twenty-nine days.
The excursion, though unsuccessful in its principal
D~T\.IU~ JOUnSOn
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amiable manner possible. Jim Baggs found a capital
representative in the person of a distinguished artist,
and won thunders of applause by his vocal efforts,
which were so successful that no one could be tempted
to offer him the "shilling." without which he refused to
"move on."
tion, that the price of her wares soon rose in the market
three hundred per cent. Her stock was quickly ex-
hausted; but as she promised to have a fresh supply in
the morning, the disappointed ones comforted them-
selves with this assurance. She must have been the
most industrious Indian maiden on record, for early in
the morning, when the disappointed of the night before
visited her lodge, they found the supply even greater
than at first. In a single night she had woven dozens
of baskets, made a score or two of canoes, and bows
and arrows enough to equip her whole tribe for the
"war path." This would have been enough to have
redeemed her from the charge of idleness which lies
against the whole Indian breed, but for the fact that
the other lodges were destitute of the wares we had
observed in them the night before. The conclusion was
forced upon us, that the members of the tribe, seeing
what good prices her articles commanded, had consigned
their whole stock of baskets to her, "for sales and
returns," and that she was doing business on com-
mission, and not on her own account. A few miles from
Sydney there is another Indian village, where the re-
mainder of the tribe, to the number of three hundred,
reside..
Having replenished our stock of coal, we left Sydney
on Sunday morning, homeward bound; and though a
general feeling of sadness prevailed, on account of the
unavoidable failure of our expedition, every heart beat
lighter at the thought of home. Our gallant captain
participated in this feeling, to some extent at least, as
he showed by the manner in which he gave the order
to "start her." During the operation of laying the cable
his voice was continually heard giving directions to
the engineer. We were obliged to proceed at a snail's
pace for the reasons before mentioned, and our stop-
pages were frequent. Whenever we started again, the
captain would call out from his place on deck, "Hook
her on, Mr. Scott, and let her go slow!" but as soon
as we were clear of the wharf at Sydney, and the bows
of the steamer were pointed homeward, his clear voice
rung in our ears, "Hook her on, Mr. Scott, and let her
go fast!" And fast we went! the paddle-wheels fairly
spun in the water, and the spray !Jew from the steamer
in a Niagara of foam. While at the top of our speed.
the mate was observed looking over the bows with a
thoughtful gaze. Thinking something was wrong, a
young gentleman with an inquiring mind asked what
the matter was. The mate, with a quizzical look, which
plainly informed the young gentleman in search of
knowledge that he was "sold," answered that he was
afraid the friction of the water would set the bows on
fire.
Our homeward voyage was marked by no particular
incident, if we except a grand fancy·dress ball which
took place during the time. It was to a great extent an
extempore affair, but none the less delightful on that
account. The dresses were varied, none of them par·
ticularly splendid. but a more "outre" or grotesque
assemblage was never collected. Every thing that
could give oddity to expression of face or costume into
reqUisition, and even the waiters' dusters, composed of
peacocks' feathers, were pressed into the scene, and
served to set off the charms of one of our most beautiful
lady passengers to great advantage. Indians, Nuns,
Apollos, CupidS, Sultans, Jim Baggs-all appeared in
the saloon. dancing and flirting together in the most
Me11tion the Quarterly-it wiil introduce 'IoU
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object, was still rich in delightful incidents, and will
be rememberro with gratification by all who partici-
pated in it. Another attempt to Jay the cable will be
made next year, which will undoubtedly be suct"i$Sful,
as it will be payed out directly from a steamer.
The story is told of an old lady in one of OUT outports
who had a little storE'. She was very careful about giv-
~~ ~:i:;:.cio;'Y~~~~c~ho~~~unnd~~~ y~~~e~~~~r:~~
extra lump was too much she simply bit off sufficient to
make the exact wei,ghl, but one day she fared a prob·
lem-a pound of 4 Inch nails. If she put the nail in it
was too heavy, if she left It out it was too libht. The
customer, who knew her failing regarding sugar,---saw
her hesltantingly and said. "Aha.. old lady, you can't
bite dat one In two!"
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The man who walks thinks prison bars
Are much too good for guys in cars;
But put that man behind a wheel,
And all the world afoot's a heel!
LAN/)?
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DIDYMUS ON SATURDAY
By H. P. HOOPER,
Campbellton, Notre Dame Bay.
(Winning Poem in Poetry Section of Arts and Letters
Competition of the Department of Education)
I might have known, I might have known, I might
have known!
He was too just to be a King of Judah;
He was too kind to be a son of God
Who slew the children by the muddy Nile,
And had the KIng of the Amalekites
Cloven to pieces In the sacred shambles.
But hard is the awakening irom my dream,
I will take care to guard against more dreams,
Some say that he shall rise and from the grave
Spring like a sleeper from his restful bed
To certify his Godhead. Not for me
Subscription to these ~ancies! Not if he
Spake to me in the VOice that tuned my heart
To think him God. Not if he brake the bread
Of love at mine own table. Not if he
Were seen by John who cannot teU a lie.
And all proofs tangible and ocular
Will not convince me save I thrust my hand
Deep in the wound made by the Roman spear,
Touch the torn palms, embrace the stricken feet.
Tomorrow is the first day of the week.
And I shall leave this grey Jerusalem
Where he lies sleepin~ in the chambered stone,
Never to come into hIS kingdom now.
~a~~of:ra~et~~~~~anr:u5~:a~ta~~~~n~teiast;
Now Jesus has his grave, Judas his gold,
Peter his praise, he of the ready sword;
I who believed in all my disbelief
Have learned my lesson and am left with shame
Which gnaws me for believing easily.
It seemed, at times, a thing beyond mere proof
That he was King of Judah, Son of God,
His crown was made of thorns and he was held
Fast to a narrow cross with Roman spikes,
I saw him walk to death between two thieves:
A little man whose face was cracked with fear, ,
And a tall man whose eyes were dull with doom;
The flesh was fixed to the complacent wood,
The crosses lifted up and downward flung
Jolted into the waiting earth-sockets;
A triple scream splintered the quiet dawn,
And Death could overtake them at his leisure,
Being so fastened. The mob thrilled with delight.
And that was yestcrdaf and he is dead;
My world was ended With a hammer-stroke.
I
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John Job's Family
By WANDERER
MOr::~ti;Sst::~:::at~;gea~~;
days of settlement in our Island,
and we usually associate those days
with Cabot, Gilbert, Guy, Whit-
bourne and others, and too orten
we forget the part played in later
years by our old business firms.
who have literally shaped the des-
tiny of our people and have left
their impress on the economic and
social life of the province so the re·
cent book by Hon. R. B, Job, en-
titled: "John Job's Family" is a
useful addition to the bibliography
of Newfoundland.
In a personal note, the author
modestly says:
", , . , John Job's Family, as you
will see, is in the main, a his·
tory of that family, and not
written with a view to general
circulation. .• ,"
From this one might gather the
contents would only be of interest
to the immediate family and friends,
but this little book is well worth
reading, and should be included in
the historical records of our pro-
vmce.
The author has divided the book
into sections and has included 15
appendices, and there is a Foreword
by Margaret Duley, who assisted
the author in compiling the book
Reprints of family documents are
included and make interesting read-
ing, for instance, John Job's Will,
in part, reads:
", First, I commend my
soul into the hands of Almighty
God who gave it, and my body
I commit either to the sea or
earth as it shall please God to
order it for me when He shall
call me hence, and as for such
worldly goods, chattels, rights
and credits of whatever nature
or kind soever which I shall die
possessed of, or which then in
any ways belong to me, I give,
devise and bequeath unto my
wife one-half the estate so long
as she keeps herself a widow,
and all the houssel furniture,
both within door and without,
and if she has a child for that to
enjoy the other half of ye Estate,
during the lives, but if she should
marrey the child shall enjoy the
whole, but if the child should
die, for her to enjoy one-half as
above mentioned and my father
and mother or sister to enjoy
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the other half during their
lives, ....'
Another interesting document is
copy of an Indenture of Apprentice·
ship of Stephen Rendell to Bulley,
Job & Co., which reads in part:
". , . The said Stephen Rendell of
his own free will and consent
and the consent of his father, ..
doth by these presents, put, place,
and bind himseH B covenant ser-
31
vant or apprentice, _ from the
day and date hereof during the
tenn of five years . , , and the
said Stephen Rendell doth cov-
enant and agree, . , that the said
apprentice shall and will faith-
fully serve his said Masters, their
secrets keep, their lawful com·
mands gladly obey and do; hurt
to his Masters he shall not do,
nor suffer to be done by others.
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THE PRICE OF FISH
Dr. G. A. Frecker, Deputy Min-
ister of Education, was the recipient
of the Honorary Degree of Doctor
of Laws from S1. Mary's College,
Halifax, N.S., in May.
Han. J. R. Smallwood recently
received the Honorary Degree of
Doctor of Laws from the University
of British Columbia. This is the
second such degree received by the
Premier.
In these days when the emphasis
is being placed so much on the price
of fish, it is interesting to note that
on September 12th, 1805, the Gov·
ernor ordered the merehants to post
in a conspicuous place in the i r
stores, prices for fish, oil and good.i,
as early as August 15th.
STEERS BLDG.
Steers
HOW'S YOUR INSURANCE
INVENTORY?
COULD YOU PAY••)
THE FULL COSTS " r..., . ~' ~
OF AN AUTO ,
, 0
SMASH·UP? • • • -, '
wish to extend their thanks to the
author for autographed copies re-
ceived).
A RELIC FROM THE PAST
According to legend, an old can-
non at Port de Grave was lost over·
board in the harbour from a French
man-of-war late in the 17th cen-
tury. It lay on the bottom of the
harbour for many years but was
eventually dragged ashore. One of
the oldest residents says he remem-
bers it was there 75 years ago.
The cannon was first fired by
Samuel Bartlett at the time of the
first S.U.F. parade through Bar-
eneed. About 30 years ago John
Bartlett took the cannon and used
it as a corner post in his fence. Now,
Clarence and Donald Bartlett are
hoping to have it cleaned and reo
stored in order to preserve this relic
of Port de Grave history.
. His Master's goods he shall
nol embezzle the same or lend
without leave; day or night he
shall not absent himself from
his Master's service. . but in
all things shall demean and be-
have himself towards his Masters
and all theirs, as a faithful ap.-
prentice ought to do. And the
said Bulley, Job & Co., do agree
to instruct . . . in the art and
mystery of a Commission Mer~
chant, and do provide him with
good and sufficient board and
lodging ... and agree to pay
the said Stephen Rendell Twenty
Pounds currency per annum for
the first two years, Twenty-five
Pounds {or the third year, Thirty-
five Pounds for the fourth year
and Fifty Pounds for the fifth
year..•."
There is also included the diary
kept by John Job on his first voy-
age to Newfoundland, when his ship
was captured by the French and he
was taken to France and was im-
prisoned for six months. Other
quotations (rom official records live
only too meagre a glimpse of the
colourful and interesting career of
this pioneering family.
& one reads this family history
one regrets that the story of the
mercantile activities of the family
are not more fully recorded, for the
extensive operations of the Company
with its many branches in outports,
its sail and steamer fleets assuredly
contributed in no small way to the
economic progress and development
of Newfoundland.
Thc Appendices cover a wide
range, all too brief, one of whieh is
an article reprinted from the Quar-
terly, contributed by Thos. R. Job,
J.P., Liverpool, Eng.j there is also
a partial list of steamers. sailing
vessels and motor vessels owned or
managed by the Companies, together
with a partial list of sealing Cap-
tains (or Skippers) who sailed under
the Job flag, including such fam-
ous names as Robert Bartlett (of
North Pole fame), George and
Alpheus Barbour, Sam Blandford,
Henry Dawe, Job and Jacob and
Abram Kean and others.
This book contains so much that
is of interest that it is difficult to
review it without extensive quota-
tion, and the author has done an
excellent job of condensing in small
compass an interesting and valuable
addition to the historical records of
Newfoundland.
(Note.-The Editor and Contri-
buting Editor, Dr. Robert Saunders,
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A Quarterly Commentary on World Affairs
By DR. ROBERT SAUNDERS. Contributing Editor.
The British Commonwealth and European AlI'airs- lI'esterday and To-day.
oU=ef~: p;=:ti~: ~r~~i:~th;~C~a:i:n~:tfU;~:;
tatesman Lord Palmerston declared just about one
hundred years ago that:
''The system of England ought to be to maintain the
liberties and independence of all other nations .
to throw her moral weight into the scale of any
people who are spontaneously striving for freedom,
by which I mean national Government, and to ex-
tend as fast as possible civilization all over the
world."
The British Prime Minister of to-day expressed the
present attitude and in fact the old historical policy
when he said in the House of Commons not many
months ago.
"Where do we stand! We are not members of the
European Defence Committee, nOl" do we intend to
be merged in a federal European system ... We are
with them, but not of them."
Perhaps no one saw better than the great Napoleon
the role of Great Britain in Continental affairs. That
rine historian of the last century, R. Montgomery Mar-
tin, writing in the 1830's on the "Colonial Policy of the
British Empire," cites Napoleon when at St. Helena as
saying:-
"England should look wholly to commerce and naval
affairsi she can never be a Continental power, and
in the attempt must be ruined; let her maintain the
Empire of the Sea and she may send her ambassadors
to the Courts of Europe and demand what she
pleases:'
This observation of the great Napoleon was born of
experience. For a long time in other days, whenever a
foreign vessel was about to come in contact with a
British man-of-war the foreigner was obliged to strike
her sails, tbat is lower some of them as homage to the
British naval flag. The London Quarterly Review
observes in April 1892 that:
"It is long since England gave up her right to insist
that every foreign Vessel in the four seas should
·'Veil her bonnet," that is lower her topsail, in the
presence of a British man-of-war."
She was content to try and maintain the balance of
power in Europe, until or unless one state or nation
became too strong and was likely to lay aU Europe at
its feet. Abroad she played the role, as observed by an
officer on the staff of the Austrian army, who, writing
on "The Military Impotence of Great Britain" (Nine·
t~~ntb Century, April ]881 said:-
"We are fully conscious of the high function of the
British Empire in the political and intellectual
organization of the Globe. It is a bulwark of civil-
ization ... a mighty agent, a strong and keen fighter
in the great struggle between mankind and all that
is hostile to it on earth."
She ,,'as eontent to play the observer's role until the
unity of modern Germany under the Iron Chancellor,
Bismarck. Great Britain did not intervene even to help
Austria, Denmark or France when Germany attacked
them each separatel)' and stripped them of land, money
and national honour.
However, a perusal of the English magazines from the
1880's on reveal a greater, but only gradual, fear, as
time went on, regarding the dominating power of the
then United Germany spearheaded by Prussia.
The rise of a United Germany in the nineteenth cen-
tury changed the political map of Europe and changed
also the mental and moral thoughts and ideas of the
German people. She passed over to a disciplined cen-
tralized unity, from pigmy principalities to a Leviathan
state.
Just about a hundred :years ago we see Europe,
barring Russia and France, dotted with small mon-
archies. It was ruled by thirteen Kings, nine Princes,
nine Dukes, seven Grand Dukes, three Emperors, two
Queens and one Sultan. The form of state control in
these small units were sixteen limited Monarchies, fif-
teen limited Sovereignties, five absolute Monal'chies,
five absolute Sovereignties and only one constitutional
Monarchy. The future powerful cities of Germany,
such as Hamburg, Frankfort, Bremen and Lubec, were
all Free Cities commercially. And Republicanism, so
evident to-day in Europe, was then generally confined
to such pigmy states as Andorra in the Pyrennes and
San Marino.
The once powerful states, then ripe for decay, such as
Austria Hungary, failed to give recognition to the other
peoples within its jurisdiction which were nations in
embryo. The Spaniards, Portuguese, French, Dutcb
and Germans, did no belter, especially in Colonial
affairs. They then had no "young cubs," as it were,
10 rally to and strengthen the hands of the mother.
It was only the island Empire of Britain which, while
keeping an eye on Europe, gave her own money, means
and men to hold her maturing colonies together in
effective unity. Politically it was often what she failed
to do. rather than what she did, that was the binding
cement. She learned her lesson when her first child
was meddled with too much and rebelled. General
Grant observed, in his tour around the world after his
presidency of the United States in the 1860's, that:-
"England governs her own colonies, and particularly
those embracing the peoples of different races from her
own, better than any other nation."
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As evidence of the value to be attached to General
Grant's observations we find this address, in poetical
form, of the Maori chiefs in New Zealand to Her
Majesty on the Death of the Prince Consort, from which
we give extracts only;-
PREST-O-LITE
BATTERIES
"Dh! Victoria, our Mother, We greet you!
We your Maori Children are now sighing in
sorrow together with you,
Even with a sorrow like to yours..
All we can now do is to weep together with you.
Oh! Good Lady, pray look with favour on our love;
Although we may have been perverse children,
We have ever loved you..
Need water only 3 times a year
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or 30,000 miles for private car use.
Guaranlee for commercial vehicles:
15,000 miles.
Distributor for Newfoundland:
Dh, my beloved! you used to stand in the very
prow of the war canoe,
Inciting all others to noble deeds,
Yes, in thy lifetime thou wast great,
And now thou hast departed to the place
Where even all the mighty must at last go..
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Polish Your Floors
Water St. East
J. B. Mitchell &Son, Ltd.
(Signed by twenty chiefs and forwarded by Sir
George Grey. the Governor of New Zealand, to the
Secretary of State for the Colonies, for presentation to
Her Majesty. Reported in London Annual Ree-ister for
1862),
To-day it is as Prime Minister Savage of New Zealand
said in 1939:-
"In gratitude for the past, and in confidence for the
future, we range ourselves beside Britain. Where
she goes, we go; where she stands we stand."
The devotion was to the system, the way of life, and
the political family from which all are sprung. True
they moved out of the old land, but they carried the
laws, literature and way of life with them. As World
Affairs said in July 1949:
"They act together to do the same thing at the same
time for the same reason. The system that produced
that moral unity is a policy without resemblance
to any empire of the past, or to any other empire of
our own day."
And looking towards Europe at this present hour the
most that Britain has indicated it could do was to con-
sider each proposal for joint action, in war or peace
to-day, on its merits. It has no desire to be tied by
treaty to a proposed Council of Europe or a super-
European parliament.
Britain and the Commonwealth would then be accused
of dominating Europe; for there are countries in the
Indian Empire which would heavily outvote the whole
of Western Europe in a parliament or assembly elected
on a population basis.
The lifeline of Britain stretches to the 1ar parts of
the world and in the seven seas. She could not be
expected to make either economic or political decisions
subject to a super-European Parliament, a European
Defence Community or a Schuman Plan. In Europe
both, or aU, political wings, are aided or otherwise by
strong Soviet pressure and sometimes by a "peace
offensive."
That brings us to Russia, yesterday and to-day. We
seem to think to-day that the Russian problem is some-
thing new on the map of Europe: It is an old figure in
a new robe. All Stalin added was the force of a
stronger, Russian nationalism and the sanction of the
well-known and old Pan-Slav movement. Perhaps it
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The Journal de la Statistique Universelle, some years
ago, published many instructive tables on successive
encroachments of Russia from the 14th century on:-
This Study observes further
"Her conquests from Sweden are greater than what
remain of that kingdom; she has taken from the Tar-
tars an extent equal to that of Turkey in Europe,
with Greece, Italy and Spain; her conquests from
Turkey in Europe are more in extent than the King-
dom of Prussia without the Rhenish provinces; she
has taken from Turkey in Asia an extent of territory
equal to all the small states of Germany; from Persia
Inc. 1937
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all shows up in bolder relief in this new world; for one
hundred yea[!; ago the American WhlK Review of
September, 1852, said on the expansive despotism of
Russia:-
"That power, spreading itself over the Eastern hemis-
phere, dominates in Asia, and exercises in Europe,
over Germany, Italy and France, a sway almost
imperial. The Russian power, the absolute negative
of the American, is perhaps for that very reason,
the least likely to engage with it in a hostile
struga:le." ...
Twenty years later Dr. Julius Eckhardt writing on
"!\todem Russia" has his book reviewed in an English
Magazine which then said (Eclectic, Feb. 1871):-
"Any work on modern Russia without an examina-
tion o[ Russian Communism would be incomplete
... when the revision of the Agrarian laws was in
comtemplation the Government was inundated with
memorials to abstain from interference with the
Communistic system,"
At the same time Jehu Mathews of Toronto, writing
in 1872 on; "A Colonist on the Colonial Question," ex-
presses the same thought that we hear in this 1954,
when he said in 1872:
"Russia haJll now pushed her way, on the West, far
into the heart of Europe; in the East has advanced
into dangerous proximity to the gates of Pekin.
This vase Empire is peopled by nearly eighty mil-
lions of people, who one and all, from the rua:hest
noble to the lowest sed, believe that it is their
destmy to conquer the world."
1 m&)' add that Mr. Mathews' book deserved better
treatment from historians; for in the particular univer·
sHy that 1 consulted it, the book had never been read,
the pages being still uncut as sent in from the printer.
In the East the dominance of Russia was noted over
fifty years ago by Lord Charles Beresford in his "The
Break·up of China." At that time he made a tour in
the interests of British merchants in China. The
whole of his report contains remarks on Russia's designs
in the East.
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equal to the whole of England (U.K.) and from
Poland equal to the whole Austrian empire."
(Reprinted in lit. London News, July 15, 1854)_
To bring these figures down to date we may add that
in 1897 she had 128,894.985 population and an area of
8,660,395 square miles. This later author adds: "One of
the most powerful empires in the world, second only in
extent to the British Empire."
The present Russia contains nearly 200 millions of
people and has an area of 8,336,864 square miles, not
exactly so much, it is said, as occupied by the former
Empire of the Tsars. Viewing present conditions, it
seems reasonable to say that the author of an article
in World Atfairs for 1949 was a little off historically
when he then said:-
"She has not .. succeeded as yet in absorbing an)-
Stales Tesembling those of Western Europe, with their
long tradition of independent power and growth;
and most of the ancient or modern nations, States
which it has provisionally woven into its system of
power ace showing signs of resistance."
We might as well observe here that France and Italy
have to-day strong Communistic parties and even West
Germany too.
Great Britain was about the first country to open a
trade with Russia. As long ago as the 1550's Sebastian
Cabot, who went with his father to Newfoundland in
1497, was promoting a Muscovy Company. Later Great
Britain had an important grain trade with Russia and
that same country, in the days of warships under sail,
supplied spars and rigging for the British Navy. But
an analysis oC the 1870 to 1913 trade according to the
Economic Journal for 1917 shows "In the case of Eng-
land ... the percentage of her trade in proportion oC
the total volume _ . has been subject to a constant
deeline since 1870."
As the reverse of this, the development of British
trade with the Commonwealth since the 1920's has
shown a real increase. In 1929 less than 30% of British
imports came from that source. In 1940 it was 40%
and estimates say it will soon reach 50%. Com-
mercially then, there has been a movement away from
Europe.
The Comonwealth to-day is a world power with re-
sponsibilities more extensive and diverse than those of
the other two great powers, the U.S.A. and the Soviet
Union. Sir G. Jebb said In Reader's D1&"e51 for Feb.,
1952, that "Britain is maintaining armed. forces in nine·
teen areas of the World and has been fighting Commun-
ism in Malaya for three years."
She is also engaged. in building a third empire in
Alrica along broad political Jines. Tbe Foreip Policy
Bulletin for July 1, 1953, says:-
"Alter many consultations a draft constitution in-
cluding careful safeguards for African rights was
drafted early this year.... In one respect the orderly
debate on Central African Federation has stimu-
lated African political consciousness .
From all present day discussions two things stand
out:-
(1) As Robert Boothby, M.P., said in the Twentieth
Century for July 1952 (citing a contemporary writer):
"Western civilization will have to live with the Stalin-
ist challenge for a long time, unless it prefers to die
with it." (2) The Comonwealth is in a state of nux
but not, as some suppose, in process of liquidation; yet
orten among the learned ones, that liquidation theory
is very evident. Some ten years ago I had occasion to
call on a European professor teaching in a large Uni-
versity in New York city. I considered myself only a
layman in many subjeets discussed. But on one I knew
he was away off the mark, when he remarked: "that
whatever the outcome of the then struggle, Great Brit-
ain was doomed, especially in the extent of her over-
seas empire."
The following holds true as when written by a minor
poet 50 years ago in America:-
"England: Imperial England! there are those
Who, in the guise of specious amity,
Would bid thee apprehend calamity.
Fear them: they are more dangerous than foes:
Heed not their rumours,
Champion the right, and then pursue thy ways,
Careless alike of slander or of praise."
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FINANCIAL AFFAIRS (Contd.)
(Continued from Page 18)
did not repeal the famous 1765 Revenue Act and other
previous Acts regulating trade which made duties
levied in British possessions in America payable to
the Crown. The Commissioners of Customs, therefore,
insisted that all duties, imposed under Acts passed prior
to 1756 and collected in Newfoundland, should be paid
into the Military Chest and not into the Colonial Fund.
The Colonial Office took up the cause of the Assembly,
insisting that these Acts had been amended in regard
to Newfoundland in so far as the proceeds from import
duties were payable to the Crown. For the Act26 can·
ferring representative government upon Newfoundland
had specifically, for reasons of high policy, stipulated
that all revenue raised in that colony under any Imperial
statute was passed at the disposal of the Assembly,
provided that the sum of £6,550 was reserved to main-
tain a Civil List.
This controversy was soon to be or only academic
interest since the operation of other clauses of the 1833
Act reduced the proceeds from Imperial duties in New-
foundland to an amount insufficient to meet the reserved
salaries. For the Act repealed all similar Acts passed
subsequent to 1765, which provided not only a major
portion of the colony's revenue from Imperial duties
but also the reserved fund for salaries. In lieu of the
duties imposed under these Acts, it levied a general
duty on wines and spirits, subject to the limitation that
only the excess of that duty over any duty imposed on
the same commodities by the Colonial Legislature was
to be collected. Since in Newfoundland a duty equal
to the duty imposed by the 1833 Act was already levied
under the Colonial Revenue Act, the Imperial Act
brought in no revenue and the revenue previously
obtained under the repealed Acts was lost. To avoid
this loss of revenue the Asscmbly rushed through a
second Revenue Bill imposing upon wines and spirits
the duty lost under the repealed Act. The Governor
pointed out to the Assembly that thc application of the
1833 Act to Newfoundland was through an oversight
which would soon be remedied. He requested the
Assembly to pay into the Military Chest sufficient pro-
ceeds from the new Revenue Bill to meet the charges
of the Civil List. But the Assembly, who felt that the
Civil List was excessive, and in any case ought to be
borne by the Imperial Government, and who objected
to the Crown's retention of revenue from Crown Lands
and other sources, politely but firmly refused. The ques-
tion was referred to the Lords of the Committee of the
Privy Council for Trade and Foreign Plantations. But
no action was taken to amend the 1833 Act since the
Colonial Act expired at the end of the year. The Gov-
ernor, however, was instructed to refuse assent to any
future Revenue Bill, unless it distinctly specified that
the duties that it imposed were to be collected in addi-
tion to those levied under the Imperial Act of 1833.%7
Early in 1834 the Assembly began its debate%ll on the
state of the colony, an enquiry into the question of ways
and means after April 1st, when it would have to assume
responsibility for the finances of Government. The
situation was serious. The Labrador, Shorf!, and Seal
Fisheries and the potato crop, a staple item in the diet
ot fishermen, had failed during the two preceding years.
Market conditions had deteriorated through the im·
position of high duties and growing Norwegian com-
petition. Exports of fish to Spain had dropped from
400,000 to only 100,000 quintals and the value of fish
exports to Portugal had fallen by £100,000 below that
of 1831. Not only had the quantity of fish exported
dropped because of poor catches and market restrictions
but the price of fish had also dropped because of
economic depression in foreign markets,zt Famine con-
ditions prevailed in many of the outports and £3,000,
one-fifth of expected revenue from duties, were spent
on public relief in 1833. At the same time revenue had
falIen by £3,000 through reduced imports, expenditure
had increased through increased cost of collecting duties,
increased expenses of criminal proceedings and public
relief. The Assembly was anxious upon assuming its
proper rolc, for the first time since its election, t:> under-
take various schemes of development: the encourage-
ment of agriculture and fisheries, construction of roads,
improvement of education and the more equal admin-
istration of justice. For these purposes more revenue
was obviously needed. But it ",as not feasible to increase
the present level of taxation, which already was
approaching diminshing returns, or to introduce new
taxes by levying duties on the necessaries of life, be-
cause of the hardship they would impose upon an im-
poverished population. The Assembly, therefore, re-
solved to approach the home go\'ernment for assistance.
In its petition" there wa~ marshalled a formidable
array of arguments based upon a careful analysis of the
peculiar treatment of the colony in the past, the present
state of its affairs and the treatment of other colonies.
Some of these arguments have already been discussed;
the restricted colonization and development resulting
from the "withering policy of the government" towards
the island while other colonies were being generously
aided and developed; the effects of the Fish Treaties
negotiated in British Interestsj the depressed state of
the colonies because of the failure of the several fisheries
and the potato crop and market conditions. The pres.
cnt state of their affairs was due in large measure to
past British policy towards the island. Their request
for aid was not without precedent since other colonies,
including Nova Scotia, had not only been developed
through British capital investment but nourished dur-
ing the initial period of self government with generous
parliamentary grants. They also argued that during the
period of restriction upon colonization large sums of
money, amounting to £80,000 in a decade, had been
accumulated, but not expended in Newfoundland's in.
terests. The British Treasury was also indirectly helped
by the heavy consumption in Newfoundland during
that period of British manufactures, an argument used
earlier by the American colonies. Finally it was claimed
that, when representative government was requested,
it was not anticipated that the colony would be saddled
with the salaries of high government officials, which
in most other colonies were paid from parliamentary
grants or from ample Crown revenues.
These arguments failed to convince the Colonial Sec-
retary who, while s)'mpathizing with the prevailing
difficulties, regretted that no aid was forthcoming. He
advised the Assembly that the only colon.}' receiving
aid was Pnnce Edward Island and that aid was shortly
to be withdrawn. He also reminded the Assembly that
the !Dcrease in the wealth of the population had been
onc of the chief grounds for soliciting a local legisla-
ture.at No weight was given to the arguments drawn
from past policies towards the island.
This reply is typical of the obtusity of officials towards
Newfoundland's financial problems and of their lack of
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Secretary was well aware, at least his records could
have amply shown him, that for the five-year period
immediately preceding 1833 the average deficit upon
current account in Newfoundland approximated £12,000.
His refusal probably stemmed from his reluctance to
approach again the House of Commons {or aid to New-
foundland in view of their general attitude towards the
colonies. But his reply was, as Kent said in the House,
mere sophistry. It remains a classic example of the lack
of understanding of Colonial problems displayed by too
many Colonial Secretaries.
The Assembly for the second time was in an em-
barrassing financial situation. In preparing its appropria-
tions for 1834, it had reduced expenditures to what it
thought were the bare essentials. The salaries of the Sur-
veyor General and the chairman were discontinued on
the grounds that the Assembly ought not to incul the
costs of collccting revenues which were not placed at its
disposal. The salary of the Judge of the Vice-Admiralty
Court was dropped since it was a national, not a col-
onial, court with general maritime jurisdiction. It
ceased all aid to the three schools it was support-
ing, since all schools were not aided and they had no
claim to special patronage. But in anticipation of a
favourable reply to its request for a normal parlia-
mentary grant, it had incurred a deficit of £5,000.
When aid was refused, Cochrane had no choice but
to summon in September a special session of the Legis-
lature to make new fiscal arrangements to meet the
exingencies of the public service. It soon became
evident that, although the deficit could be reduced by
an additional reduction in expenditure which was
already below that necessary to maintain public wel-
fare, either a general advalorem duty should be 1m·
posed on all imports or the colony burdened with a
debt. Carson, elected to the Assembly as a member for
St. John's in a bye-election in December, 1833, stren-
ously opposed the imposition of additional taxes until
all Crown revenue in the colony were surrendered to
the Assembly. It was found, however, that it would be
inequitable to impose a general advalorem duty at that
time of the year. Most merchant houses had already
imported their "Fall supplies" and a new duty would
press unfairly on those who had not. By postponing
the imposition of new taxes until the winter, all would
be equally treated when trade was renewed in the
Spring. It was, therefore, decided to burden the colony
with a debt.1!
For this purpose a series of resolutions was adopted.sa
Treasury notes to the value of £5,000 were to be issued.
Expenditure was to be reduced to the lowest possible
scale. Pensions of civil servants who had grown old in
the Imperial service were not to be paid from Colonial
funds. The l"eserved salaries should be reduced from
£6,550 to £4,000 and secured by an Act of the General
Assembly upon Colonial funds. The expenses of cus-
toms collection were excessive and ought to be reduced
and subject to the control of the Assembly. Finally
the Assembly ought to have the appropriation of all
revenue raised within the Colony including the Crown
revenues. An address based upon these resolutions W85
submitted to the Home Government. requesting again
the same maternal assistance as had been rendered to
the other colonies during their infant state.
Before this address reached England, Cochrane had
been replaced as Governor and a new Colonial Secre-
tary, Aberdeen, had taken the seals of office. Coch-
rane's advice, however. was sought regarding this new
St. John'.
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comprehension of the peculiar nature of these problems.
For the fundamental principles of the Assembly's case,
which because of the persistence of these problems
appear to have a perpetual validity, were based upon
peculiar problems stemming from a scattered popula-
tion, an unstable and thinly based economy, lack of
develoment and inadequate provision of essential
sources. At this time a colony, recently founded and
more recently granted a measure of self government,
suffering from the restrictive policies and exploitation
of the past, was requesting the same measures of aid
which had been granted to other colonies during the
initial stages 01 self government. Instead, it is reminded
of its past exuberant statements which, as the Colonial
Secretary knew well, were but idle pipe dreams of
future aspirations. It is true that the argument had
been used in the House of Commons during the New-
foundland Debate that the granting of representative
government to Newfoundland would mean no more
appeals to the British Exechequer for funds. But that
statement was made to. win over the penny pinching
Hume and his friends to the cause. The Colonial
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request for aid. He gave his fullest support, reinforcing
the perennial arguments of the Assembly and maintain-
ing that to levy taxation upon imported necessities, the
only source of new revenue open to the Assembly,
would impose undue hardl>hips upon a people who
already had difficulty in eking out a mere existence.~
Cochrane, in fact suggested that an annual grant of
£5,000 for a fixed number of years should be made to
the Colony to cover the reserved salaries. The Assem-
bly's otTer of a permanent Civil List secured by a
Colonial Act in return for control over all revenue col-
lected within the colony was. in his opinion, in com-
parison with the attitude of other colonies towards this
thorny question both generous and moderate. No
decision was made at this time regarding this otTer.
But the request for aid, based upon the peculiar
situation of the colony and its current difficulties, was
sympathetically received by the new Colonial Secre-
tary" and a parliamentary grant of £5.000 for one year
was secured.
sequently out of a total revenue of about £J5,000, about
£2,500 were transferred when the new constitution was
adopted.
During the 1835 session occurred the rejection of the
Supply Bill by the Council over the protests of Attorney
General Simms. Contrary to all accounts, this was the
onl~' time that the Council adopted this extraordinary
course of action during the First Assembly, though it
was to occur with increasing frequency during later
Legislatures. The Supply Bill was rejected because
the ~embly had induded, under contingencies of the
Assembly, a sum of money to reimburse the outport
members for expenses incurred from attendance at the
House. The Council protested against the method
adopted, of introducing matters foreign to the ordinary
annual supply for the support of the civil govern-
ment, since it tcnded to deprive the Council of its legi-
timate right to discuss and vote separately upon matters
having no references to each other.17 Boulton who led
the opposition to the pavment of outport members.
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Unaware of the reception of their request for aid and
taught by experience to expect little, the Assembly in
its new session in J835 imposed a general ad-valorem
duty upon all goods other than those directly connected
with the fisheries. Expenditure had been reduced from
f.33,058 to £26.226 but additional revenue was needed to
redeem the debt of the colony and to meet the essential
."ervices of government. Pensions of retired public
!'ervants were dropped. as they were presumed to be a I
charge against the parent government in whose service
they had grown old and who had appropriated all the
revenue of the colony for its own usc during that period.
This course of action brought forth strong objection
from the Colonial Secretary who contended that the
transfer of all expenditures as well as of all revenues
was an essential part of the measure by which the new
institutions were conferred upon the colony.S6 The
Assembly simply replied that all the revenue had not
been transferred. From the current revenue of approxi+
mately £13,000 derived [rom Imperial duties, £6,550
were reserved and £4,000 spent to cover costs of col-
lection over which the Assembly had no control. Crown
revenues were not placed under their contr~Ol~._c~o:n~. ~~~~~~~ __,
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that was to follow. The total expenditure on govern-
ment in Newfoundland did not exceed £36,000, a trifling
amount in the Imperial budget for Colonial affairs.
The peculiar difficulties which the First Assembly had
to face stemmed largely from the peculiar policy adopted
by Britain in the past towards the Colony. The in-
eptitude of the Colonial Office to appreciate the financial
difficulties of the Colony, and its failure to realize that
the same general policy could not successfully be
adopted for an immature, undeveloped colony which
was suffering from past restrictive policies as for the
older. more mature and more developed colonies had
significant consequences. It destroyed the cordiality
that existed between the colony and the parent govern·
ment. It gave ammunition to the critics of Cochrane
who were ani)' too eager to place upon his shoulders
the responsibility for the errors of the Colonial Office.1t
It led to a clamouring for a reduction in the Civil List
and for control over all Crown revenues and to a strug·
ile for increased rights and privileges. The reduction
in expenditure which financial difficulties necessitated
ripened several seeds of discord. The cancellation of aid
to the St. John's schools in 1834 was the casus belli
between Boulton and the Roman Catholics. The reduced
civil establishment led to the open and concentrated
hostility of Carson towards Cochrane. It welded the
opposition members in the Assembly into an organized
group whose tactics of obstruction was to undermine
the harmony of the House in its last session. It con·
tributed to the rise of class dissention and social dis-
cord. It defeated the conscientious elYorts of Cochrane,
with the aid of a majority in the Assembly, to establish
representative institutions in Newfoundland upon a
firm basis. Thus some of the roots of the political dis-
opposed the meas;.ares on grounds other than procedural.
His contention was that, since the majority of the
population consisted of fishermen whose "situation in
life and general want of education" did not fit them
to discharge the dutics of a Legislature, the only method
by which the evil of their presence in the Assembly
could be obviated was to leave the members unpaid for
their services. The rejection of the Supply Bill did not
lead to any bitter controversy, since an easy solution
was found in removing the controversial vote from the
annual Supply Bill and introducing it as a separate
measure. Thereupon both Bills were passed without
amendment.
As a result of improving economic conditions and the
proceeds from the general duty on imports, the financial
situation of the colony was such that the Assembly in
1836 could for the first time undertake a moderate
policy of development and of providing essential pub-
lic services. A relatively large sum could be spent upon
police establishment throughout the island. Provision
could be made for the relief of the poor and of disabled
seamen. Assistance to education could be provided to
the extent of t600 to existing schools and of tl,5oo for
the establishment of new schools in the main outjK)rt
centres. Steps could be taken for the provision of an
Academy to encourage higher learning. Over £6,000
could be voted for the provision of roads and bridges,
and several thousand of pounds for the erection of light-
houses and foghol'Os. The Governor in his opening
address to the final session of the First Assembly could
say with justifiable relief "we are now in a very dif-
ferent position-our debt is discharged-our coffers are
well supplied, The impost by which this change has
been effected has not operated injuriously in any par-
ticular way. There has been no diminution of imports,
no enhancement of prices beyond the ordinary fluctua-
tions of trade:'U It is ironic that this happy financial
situation, though basically unsound, since it was depend·
ent upon the fortunes of only one primary industry,
should occur shortly before the term of the First Assem-
bly, the most moderatc and the most capable of the New·
foundland Assemblies, was about to expire. Had it
occurred during the first session, the record of repres-
entative government in Newfoundland might have been
much less turbulent.
Representative institutions had been introduced into
Newfoundland under rather unpropitious circumstances.
The Colony was in the throes of a depression, its gov-
ernment services were costly and the basis of its revenue
was meagre. Other colonies under representative gOY·
ernment were torn with internal friction and discord
which had unfortunate repercussions. Only generous
and nourishing aid could ensure the success of the new
institutions in Newfoundland. That aid was not forth·
coming. The First Assembly endeavoured with remark-
able ability and moderation to undertake its many
problems. For the first year it was forced, through the
rejection of its Revenue Bill, to surrender virtually all
of its powers to the Executive. But the rejection of
its Revenue Bill did not lead to a permanent undermin-
ing of good relations with the Council. The degree of
accord between the two branches was the exception to
the general Colonial rule. Except for the last few
montru. the Assembly was plagued with scarcity of
revenue and from that scarcity was to emanate much
of the contemporary and later discord. It is difficult
to absolve the Colonial Office from the blame of much
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cord that was to rend the colony after the dissolution
of the First Assembly and to lead to the suspension of
the constitution in 1841, stemmed from the unenlight-
ened financial policy adopted during this period.
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c!Ill. Then, along came an Il'ish maid who took in the
~Ituation, giggled not a little, then stepped forward, put
her finger in the calf's mouth, and the calf quietly went
into the barn without further ado. That night the great
thinker. who could not get a calf to go into a barn, sat
down and wrote in his diary. "I like people who can
do things:'
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DOING THINGS
A story is told of Ralph Waldo Emerson which is
worth repeating. The celebrated philosopher and his
son were trying to get a calf into the barn and the calf
did not want to go. Ralph pushed and the son pulled,
but the calf braced itself and would not budge. Then
they changed places, and Ralph pulled and the boy
pushed, but still they could not move the refractory
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RESOLVE ME THIS
THE folowing lines were written on a pane of glassin one of the windows of Bishop Beddell's House,
adjoining the Church Yard till a few years ago, when
the sash was taken down. They are supposed to be
written by Doctor Sheridan about the year 1731.
Resolve me this, ye happy dead,
Who've lain some hundred years in bed,
From every persecution free;
Which in this wretched life we see;:
Would ye resume a second birth,
And chuse once more to live on earth?
Thus spoke great BeddelJ from his tomb,
Mortal! I would not change my doom
To live in such a restless state:
To be unfortunately great;
To pity Cools: to spurn at knaves:
To shine among a race of slaves;
To learn from wise men to complain,
And only rise to fall again;
No-let my dusty relics rest
Till I shall rise amongst the blest.
(The above poem is reprinted from the Arminian
Magazine of 1785 and was obtained by us through the
courtesy of Mr. N. C, Crewe.-Editor).
BALLADS EASE LONELINESS
ADga~~:~~NGAutt~:r:o~::oc~a~~o:a1 i:e:;~~~re:~ ~~~
cently, Arthur R. Scammell, who was born in New-
foundland and who is the author of "The Squid Jiggin'
Ground" and other ballads, said: "In isolated New-
foundland towns the simple ballad has come to be the
all-encompassing answer to boredom and loneliness.
As in the old days, this simple yet profound form of
communication is being used to-day in all facets of
life. It arose originally from a need to provide our own
entertainment, but now is used to fight political battles.
teaching the techniques of sailing and speak of love."
He said that types as varied as tough lumberjacks and
young school children rely on the ballad as a "vital
part of their life."
MUNN'S
Medicinal Non-freezinq
Newfoundland
COD LIVER OIL
l.argest Manufacturers of
COD LIVER OIL IN NEWFOUNDLAND
for Over Filiy Years
Also large producers 01
TANKED COD OIL
Jor Industrial Purposes
•
Write for lowest prices
W. A. MUNN &CO., LTD.
THE ROYAL BANK
The Main Branch of the Royal Bank of Canada at
226-236 Water Street, in the heart of the business district
of the city of 51. John's has been completely modernized
and enlarged, and combines a spacious and bright atmos-
phere with up-to-date.decor. It has the new low-line
counters and the latest type of Cluorescent lighting.
Bright and spacious, the Branch has increased its staff
to give speedier service to its customers. It is part of
the face-lifting that is taking place among business
establishments along Water Street and elsewhere in the
city. Mr. Keith Clarke is the Manager and Mr. W. G.
Faux the Assistant Manager.
ELSWICK
ENGLISH BICYCLES
RUST PROOF - CHROME PLATED
"EquiI'IH",1 with
Rubber saddle-Tool Kit--Pllmp-Tall Light
LADIES' and GENTS'
l'4iz~~: Hi, IS, :!(l, :?:? ;?-t '",·h frnn1\'
You wlll be pleased with this Bicycle
HARRIS & HISCOCK
St, John's
.\Jail or,h'cs "ill rel·,'i",· j)romlH alt,'uti""
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THE WANDERER
The ships are lying in the bay,
The gulls are swinging 'round their
spars;
My soul as eagerly as they
Desires the margin of the stars
So much do I love wandering,
So much I love the sea and sky.
That it will be a piteous thing
In one small grave to lie.
Zoe Akins
ECHO LAKE
Dal'k and sombre it lies
In a hollow between the hills,
Not fed by a mighty river,
But by a hundred rills.
Its walls are clothed in verdure
Of a shade of deepest green
And when the sun fails on ii,
lt reflects no dancing sheen
Dark and sombre it lies,
Echoing back the call
Of the maOard duck, the teal and
loon
From its steeply rising walls.
-L.W.J
Bonny breakfasts you'll
be having if you hurry
for some Dundee by
01 Scotland (,mporled}
MAKErS Of OUAlIfY (OOOS SINCE 1197
Earle Sons &Co.,
LIMITED
Newfoundland's foremost
distributors of F"me Foods.
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Nfld. In Certain Southampton
And Portsmouth Records
By C R FAY Ph.D
Southampton.
THt~~~t:;I:P;::nJ~~O~~;~~~:,~:~::P:~::a~:h::~
the Trade of Southampton 10 the second half of the
16th centun·. and It IS to thl:> effect:-
i"Oe·\ fou~dland fish appears among the imports of
Southampton from 1550 onwards, but ~'as at first almost
c"'rtalO1y coming vIa Brittany. The Southampton Pett~·
CU5toms Account for local dues on trade show that in
the period-
'-larch 1550 March 1551, 2M 'hundreds' of fish were
imported 10 10 ships
;\Iarch 1555--March 1556, 187 'hundreds' of fish were
mported in 14 ships
~larch 1561-March 1562, 104 'hundreds' of fish were
Imported in 5 I>hips
The Port Books for Southampton in the Public Re-
~ord Office (London) show in the period
;\1arch 1565-~larch 1566, 140 'hundreds' Imported in
~ ship,;
The Pelt\" Cu!>tum~ ilccounts do not show the ports
from when~e the ships were coming. but, in practically
all cases, the ships wcre also carrying cargoes of canvas,
qUIlts. etc.. which almost certainly came from Brittany.
The Port Books show that the ships were coming from
St. Malo and in one case Le Havre (Nehaven). The
import of Newfoundland fish from Brittany seems to
have declined by the 1570·s. In 1573-4 only two ships
had cargoes including fish and in 1578-9 only one ship,
The Petlv Customs Accounts further show that in
1573-4 som·e Newfoundland fish was being imported
via the West Country. Two ships brought in 80 'hun-
dreds' of fish.
The first reference to direct trade with Newfoundland
IS in 1576-77. This shows that in September 1577. 5
Southampton ships and 1 London came into the port
with cargoes amounting to 182 'thousands' of fish and
16 tons of train oil. From this date there are more or
less continuous references to ships going out to and
returning from Newfoundland The Petty Customs
Accounts are not complete with regard to ships and
cargoes belonging to Southampton burgesses, as they
were free of most local dues, and the Port books do
not appear to show all the ships engaged in the New-
foundland trade. The trade may have diminished some-
what during the I590'!!, when references become very
~caret!.
Toward.:; the end of the century, however, South-
ampton wa~ occasionally re-exporting some fish. In
1589 a cargo of fish was taken out for Dieppe, and in
1593 fish was being exported to Caen.
Finally, among the State Papers Domestic of Eliza·
beth. there is a document dated 1582 describing the
state of Southampton, in which ..the fishing of the Ne.....e
found land" i!l mf.'ntloned among the minor trades of
the town.
The sigmficance of the foreloing is two-fold. (I) 11
C' )nfirm!l With authoritatIve detail the general picture,
3S we know it alrcady the earlier start of the French
-the SWItch in the Ct'ntre of gravity to the West Coun-
try-and the direct participahon of South coast ports
In an increasingly valuable trade. (2) It is a challenge
to Newfoundland students to come over and work
such records as these-for Southampton at a later per-
iod, and for other great ports. Is there similar know-
ledge to be obtained e.g. for Bristol?
Portsmouth:
What follows I extr<lctN! from the Portsmouth Cus
t(.ms Records (Letters to London) between 1760 and
1790. Portsmouth was primarily a naval base, and the
references to Newfoundland are few <Ind far between.
1760. OO..... ing to .....ar. please send stationary sup-
plies b~· land Coasting vessels must wait for the
Convoy
Queb~c. I Canada no..... a BritISh Plantation and
liable to pay duties accordingly? Goods are going to
Quebec from Guernse~' dired, in violation of 15 Chas
25.7
1761. Mention of Buoy Boats, proceeding from India-
men and illiCitly landing muslins.
1765. etc. Frequent references to rum, plague, bilL>
of health. etc. Duty free rum for the Navy. Never a
.rear WIthout mention of rum-the great drink of the
Navy.
1770. Seizure of French cargo of salt, fig:>, and raisins.
1774 Panther man of war, Capt. Ommaney from
Newfoundland. has spirits and wine on board, as stores
-tldesmen v.:atch and board her.
1778. Ships being searched for Salt, especially Bay
Salt, Intended for Americans.
Portsmouth asks for the same privileges as are en-
joyed by 25 other ports in the matter of grain exports.
At present they must be warehoused at Southampton
Rum landed from Romney man of war from Newfound-
land-the produce of Antigua: may it enter on paying
Plantation rates?
Re shipml'nt of spirits to the Fleet. Should we hold
them up 'and maybe hUl't the public service at this
crisis'?
(As always, the Customs Service is both human and
patriotic).
1779. Norway ship, laden at Liverpool, with 19,960
bushels of Rock Salt and some earthenware, puts in at
Portsmouth in distress.
1781. Greenland Whaling venture. No fish caught
only a little oil, the produce of 2 whales.
1779-81. Severity of quarantine regulations. Only
ships coming direct from Rodney's Mediterranean fleet
arc excused quarantine. But another portion of the
Fle<>t refu.~es to go to the Motherbank (for quarantine)
-an Order in Council clears these.
1782. Under war conditions, warehouse rents rising
sharply.
1776-1783. Frequent references to taking of prizes.
Ships when paid alI try to bring in their stocks of
liquor duty free.
1784. 'Smuggling is arisen at thi:; period to an un-
precedented height and has continually increased at
this port.' 'Do your best to stop it' (says London)
·don't employ drunken officers.'
1787. Petition of Benjn. Lester and Jno Jeffry, on
behalf of themselves and others principally interested
in the Newfoundland Fishery.
"That the ships and vessels in the trade, laden with
salt and other enumerated goods from difJercnt ports
and places in the Mediterranean seas bound to New-
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"KOCH" REFRIGERATED COUNTERS
SELF-SERVICE FROZEN FOOD
AND DlSPLAY CASES
Dlstnout,Jr$ f It largest and mOSI complet
hne of CommerClO! Refrigerators tn Canada.
SCALES
lor every weighinQ" need.
COUNTER - PLATFORM - MOTOR
Walk-in Boxes - Doors - Hardware - Electric
Meat Saws - Choppers - Steak Machines
and Slicers
THE SCALE SHOP
AT
Fo("" ry and Showrooms:
STOP and SHOP
_Anon.
-----
, ST. JOHN·S
A FRIEND
We know. whom he has left behind,
That he was rare among his kind.
And yel was mortal among men;
At least he cannot die. again,
He may have continUity,
He may survive both you and me;
Lucky or luckkless. you and I
Have still ahead of us to die
BE WISE!
SPOT CASH RENISON'S
26 PLYMOUTH ROAD :found land return occasionally to this Port, to whichthey belong. in the pr05ecution of their voyages. That
b)" an Order in Council such ships are directed to repail
to St. Ives Pool and there perform their quarantine_
with great inconvenience to the trade on account of
the deluy caused by contrary winds."
Therefore they represent "that there is within the
Harbour of Poole. two miles from the entrance of the
S side of Brownsl'a Island a remote situation called
South Det-p. wide of all ships communicating with the
Port by sea, and no town or village nl'arby,"
To which PorBmouth replies:
·We know nothing of South Deep. but from what
~'e can gather we presume it to be a very unsuitable
place-with vessels coming close to it-and dangerous
to the Revenue. The Middle Bank is only 5 hours from
Poole. Therefore use this, It has a man of war close
by, to compel refractory masters.'
1786-7. Detail of Smuggling Officers. Comment call-
ed for Oil Mr. Pitt's Customs Consolidation Bill. Ans-
wer of Portsmouth ·It can be worked.'
This is all Portsmouth has to tell us for the period
for which Dartmouth and Poole arc !'o rich. Plymouth
is equally thin. Exeter little better. I have yet to visit
Bristol or Jer... ,·~· I will do~e b~" say JOg. that I inVite
,thers to follow tht.'S(." trails
WE" carry a Complet SI.,):-k of
• BABY and CHILDREN'S WEAR
• GLASSWARE and NOVELTIES
• TINWARE and ENAMELWARE
• SUITCASES and TRUNKS
Etc.. Etc.• Etc.
Known for VaIue
But NOT Expensive
54 NEW GOWER STREET
TWO STORES
216 - 220 Duckworth Street _ Dial 3257.
109 - III (Top) Long's Hill - Dial 4342,
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THE WORLD IS MINE ~
By 0, Tonnyson Guy" ru' ~
Today. upon a bus I saw a girl with golden hair L FOR VA LUE
She seemed so gay, I envied her, and wished that I _ _
were half so fair; IMPORTERS Of
I watched her as she rose to leave. and saw her hobble Dry Goods. Footwear, Men's. Women's and
She ~:~no~:~t'~iS~~'d wore a crutch, but as she passed- Children's Wearing Apparel. Piece Goods,
a smile. Pound Go s, Smollwares. Novelties, Etc.
Dh, God forgive me when I whine: a
I have two legs-the world is mme. ' ~
Lat" on I bought ",rno 'woo,,; tho boy who .atd thorn _ 1. !f1A 'C'.('> lC- • P~.IJ
had such charm., .. 'te7t<:J~~ -\lV .. I:s,~
I thought I'd stop and talk awhile. If I were late, ~ -~: '\
'twould do no harm
And as we talked, he said. "Thank ;,rou, sir, you've
really been so kind.
It's nice to talk to folks like you, because, you see,
I'm blind."
Dh, God forgive me when I whine;
I have two eyes-the world is mine.
Later, walking down the street, I met a boy with eyes
so blue.
But he stood and watched the others play; it seemed he
knew not what to do.
I paused, and then I said, "Why don't you join the
others dear?"
But he looked straight ahead without a word, and then
I knew he could not hear.
Oh, God forgive me when I whine;
[ have two ears-the world is mine.
Two legs to take me where I go,
Two eyes to see the sunset's glow,
Two ears to hear all I should know;
Oh, God forgive me when 1 whine;
I'm blest indeed. the world is mine.
ENTERPRISE CONSTRUCTION & CONTRACTING
COMPANY, LIMITED
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
EXCAVATING
and
ROAD BUILDING
Wabana
Bell Island
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
P_ O. Box 68
.\leFltion tile QlIorlerl/j- it u:i1I introcluct' 'JOIl
Newfoundland
Canada
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SHOPPING DIRECTORY
for Thrifty Buyers
E. I. NEARY
Family Grocer
.\ full li",- "f llro"eril'~,
:\1<',,1' "1111 Fi~h /lh\'ll.~·~ ill sto,·k
ROBERT CAINES
Provisions and Groceries
102·104 Duckworth St., St, JOhn's
PELLEY'S VARIETY
STORE
Ln,li",,' n"d ('hildr{'"',, We,,,,
Kil,'h",,"'/tre, ('ro~k(-'rY"'/tr..
llllr<!\"Hrl' IUlfl .:-Ioveltie"
Dial 6610 22 Campbell Ave. 184 Pleasant Street
W. ,. MURPHY. LTD
Importers of Hlgh·clasa Groceries
and PrOvisions
Fir'" Fruit ('''lIfl'(,ti''Jler~ 1o:tr.
LEMARCHANT DRUG
STORE
J. F, JANES,
Chemist. alld Drugglst
l' ..... ~(·ri]>l i"ll~ ('ar('full,'- "UlIll'Ou,ulc(1
Dial 5511 8 Campbell Ave.
[01'1', Gra.. r Hospital)
.\ (\"'Malll U"l"i",l,'r "f ~·ul.1r
lli~~ri",i"Hli"J:' g,,",j tll.,tc- " ~ul,
IIcriptiull to t!l{'
NEWFOUNDLAND
QUARTERLY
$1J~f ;, ,"j'"r PU~1 I'"i<l
P,O. Box E-5419 St, John's
RIlWlills CrOIlll
'Phone 5163
556 Wa.ter St.,
'Phone 4181
SAMUELSON PRINTING
OFFICE
SMITH'S AUTO BODY
SHOP
DOLLY'S
COFFEE SHOPPE
Printing and Ruling
Service
'Phone.l668 123-5 New Gower St.
11,,<1," W"rk 1l.1H1 Plli"ti"go "nr
'<';pe,'illlt,"
Cor. Bonaventure & Empire Ave,
'Phone 6928
I.igohl l.11llj'Il{'~ ~ UOt Uo~",
('igllf('tte" - Cho,'olllt('~
i'I"ft J)rink~
108 Water Street
R. I. WILLIAMS J. P. WILLIAMS WANTED
NEWFOUNDLAND
QUARTERLY
Agents in the Outports
to sell "The Quarierly"
and
Take Subscriptions
Write:
83-85 Pleasant St,
St, John's
PfHl\'lK[ON~
HAYWARD GREEN
Wholesale and Retail
Gn,,·,'ri,'~ - ('<lllfetlio"er~­
Fruit
TILDEN RENT-A-CAR
SERVICE
New Cars with Radios
PROVISIONS and GROCERIES
(;n,(· .. ri,,~ ('''llfe~ti"uer.,
Fr,"- 0", I."" I)el)u~it lim] '1'01"'''''0 P,O. Box E-5419
DiM 8-0197 65 Duckworth St. 'Phone 2761 284. LeMarchant. Road SI. John's
PATRONIZE YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD~I
AS NEAR AS YOUR TELEPHONE
5136 and 5137 200 Pleasant. St.
SITE t'OR TOURIST CABINS - be easily converted into a swimming
pool, and the whole area is sur-
According to Mr. Gerald S. Doyle, rounded by a green forest. This
0.8.E., one of the finest sites for spot can be easily reached by car
tourist cabins is at Sandy Cove, neal' as Elliston is only a short drive
Elliston, where there is one of the from Bonavista or Catalina.
most beautiful beaches to be seen
anywhere. The sand is fine, with SOME l<'Al\10US FIRSTS
not a pebble and the level beach
runs well out to sea. There is a The Light on Cape Spear was first
river running through it which could lit on September 1st, 1836.
The first Newfoundland postage
stamps were issued on September
1st, 1857,
It was on September 15th, 1885,
that the first electric current was
generated in Newfoundland.
The Proclamation for the First
General Election was iss u e d on
September 20th, 1832.
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LEE & MARTIN
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
-,--- PIN5ENT and ADAMS
51. John'sP. O. Box 173
Chartered Accountants
I
Barristers and Solicitors j
Bank Chambers St John'sRoyal
203 Water St.
NOW OR NEVER
"A Few l:nterprising MEN wanted for the fast-sail-
ing cutters HERO and FLY just about to sail on a
cruio:;e. These vesels are well armed and calculated
for PRIVATEERS, ready to sail immediately; so
that such another opportunity may not offer for
those .....ho 8Te inclined to try their fortunes.
"Apply without loss of time to the Captain on board,
or to
HART & ROBINSON,
5t John's, 20th July, 1812
PRIVATEERS
DU~~~~ ~~:t;:a~h~~wbe:nkeG:~;\n B;~~~:nPI~~:te~';:
played an important part. Newfoundland privateers-
men also figure In the fighting as the following notices
from the Royal Gazette show:
Barristers, Solicitors, Notaries
SQUIRES. SAUNDERS & CAREW
Barristers, Soliciton, Notaries
HUNT, EMERSON, STiRLING & lUGGIN5
51. John's
St. John's198 Water Street
283 Duckworth 51.
TO ALL ASPIRING HEROES
Wbo are disposed to make their fortunes
"The remarkably fine and fast-sailing Brig VENUS,
being about to be flued out as a PPRIVATEER of the
first-class. a number of men are now wanted to fill
the different situations of Prize-masters, Petty Offi-
cers and ablebodied seamen; also a few stout Land-
men and Boys.-Any person who can beat the drum
or play thp fife will be gladly received-and the
liberal terms on which the whole Ship's Company
are to engage, will be known by applying to
ROBERT HUTION & CO.
N.B.-As immediate despatch is absolutely necessary,
lhose who intend availing themselves of this excel-
lent opportunity. will do well in making early appli-
cation as above.
St. John·~. 20th July, 1812.
• BuildinQ Materials
• Quality Groceries and Provisions
• Marine Stationary & Diesel Engines
SL John's
DIAL 2031
Serving Nl'wfoundlond for over Half a
Century wit: Co:nplete Lines of
A. H. MURRAY & CO.
LIMITED
Water Street
MERCER & MIFFLIN
Barrlston and Solicitors
Telephone 4CGI
465 Duckworth 51. 51. John's, Nfld.
TO ALL TRUE BRITONS
Whose Hellrts beat high at the sound of the WAR-
LIKE DRUM and have an inclination to try their
fortunes-
"Let them repair on bODrd the Brig RESOLUTION.
Wm. Barrett, master-now lying in the Stream nearly
opposite Mel'srs. Crawford's and Co's Wharf, where
about twenty Volunteers (Seamen and Landmen)
ARE WANTED. to complete the Crew of said Brig,
and to cruise against the enemies of Old England.
St. John's, 23rd July, 1812.
A new Transatlantic cable will be stretched across the
depths of the North Atlantic and will be landed in
Trinity Bay in 1956, the first Transocean telephone
cable-at a cost of $35 million dollars.
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TRAVEL COMPETITION
The Newfoundland Quarterly
OFFERS
A FIRST PRIZE OF $10.00
AND
TWO PRIZES OF $5.00 EACH
FOR THE BEST ACCOUNT
How I Spent My Summer Vacation
Readers 01 THE NEWFOUNDLAND QUARTERLY are invited to wnte an accounl thaI wiL
be interesting 10 ot.'"aer readers of actual ho!days. this year. either fishing, walking, cycling
r mobring, or cruising along the Newfoundland or Labrador seaboard or on inland lakes or
rivers
T!le holiday musl be described m not mere than 1000 words, cnd the account must be 01
on actual holiday laken In Newfoundland. Photographs illustrating the entry must accom-
pany the monuscript and entries will be iud:;Jed on reader Interest and parliculorly if it
includes historical dolo ond folklore found during the holiday,
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PLAN NOW TO ENTER THIS INTERESTING COMPETmON
SUMMER SALE
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ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
COLDSPOT REFRIGERATORS 7.8 cu. ft. .. $234.95
COLDSPOT REFRIGERATORS 11.4 cu. ft. $299.95
KENMORE ELECTRIC RANGE 30 in. Space Saver $244.95
KENMORE Double Oven ELECTRIC RANGE $329.95
KENMORE WASHER Completely Automatic 344.95
Only $10.00 down, balance in easy monthly installments
~
..~ CHROME SETS All Colours $77.95
~.; SERENADER CONSOLE RADIOrL~ 3-speed Record Changer $149.95
~(?W~~~J BEDROOM SUITES, 3-pce $84.95
CHESTERFIELD SUITES, 3-pce.
$154.95 up
Buy on Simpson's-Sears Easy Monthly Plan
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'PHONES 5011 - 5014
170 WATER STREET, ST. JOHN'S
